A DETAILED CRIME REPORT
PROPOSED TERMS OF REFERENCE
FOR THE PUBLIC INQUIRY INTO THE
GRENFELL TOWER FIRE

Dear Grenfell Fire Public Inquiry Panel,
INTRODUCTION
We, Cousins Seven and Roni Nicholas deliver this detailed Crime Report on behalf
of our family members the direct relatives of two resident’s who died inside Grenfell
Tower. Namely, our aunt Marjorie Vital aged 68 and our cousin Ernie Vital aged 47.
They both resided on the 16th floor flat 162 of Grenfell Tower, where they lived for 41
years. View 6:00 time of video link. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huI6xeJrm9I
1) We make the following propositions in the form of a detailed crime report in
relation to the Grenfell Fire Inquiry, because our aunt and cousin as residents
of Grenfell Tower are no-longer able to speak for themselves. Although our
obvious concern is about whom and what caused the deaths to our family
members inside Grenfell Tower, we are also submitting the evidence with
propositions on behalf of everyone who died and escaped Grenfell Tower fire,
as well as for the wider community and global public at large.
2) Our main overall objective is to share our findings and insights with the aim of
ensuring the prevention of such evils from ever being perpetrated again.
Because the evidence uncovered prove that there is a very real serious
immediate threat of more horrific atrocities being committed again, if the
Inquiry does not immediately act fast to ensure the mass publics protection
based on the evidence we are providing.
PRESS SINGLING OUT OUR AUNT IN PRESS ABOUT 9-11 TERROR ATTACK
INVESTIGATIONS TEAM.
3) We have been particularly disturbed about the bizarre featured press
coverage specifically of our aunt Marjorie Vital who was obviously singled out
in relation to the 9-11 Terrorist Attack investigations team. Why? They even
blatantly deliberately changed the floor number that our aunt and cousin lived
on at Grenfell Tower, from the 16th floor to the 19th which was grossly out of
order. We want this Inquiry to order investigations to ascertain exactly who
ordered the press to do that. View on 15:59 time of video link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huI6xeJrm9I
4) Since the fire, we have conducted our own investigations and Inquiry,
together with others who have also been directly affected. We have already
examined vast amounts of evidence and also listened to countless live
witness testimonies gathered from hundreds of people around the world. It is
from this position that we produce this detailed crime report to make the
following propositions.
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THE REPORT ON OUR PROPOSITIONS
1) Please find our report detailing our propositions to widen the scope of the
‘Terms of Reference’ and Remit into the Grenfell Tower fire Public Inquiry as
a Matter of Urgency.
1. Terms of Reference
2. Proposition
3. Remit
4. Causal Links
5. Recommendations
6. Conclusions
7. Participation
TERMS OF REFERENCE – OUR PROPOSED TERMS OF REFERENCE
1)

Even though we, like the majority of survivors, residents, and other
relatives, who like us, also have family members who were gruesomely
mass murdered inside Grenfell Tower, sadly we have absolutely no faith
whatsoever that this Inquiry, which we feel is not being publically led, will
on its own produce any results in respect of our getting Justice.

2)

This is why people around the UK and rest of the world have been
investigating the situation ourselves. Although we have no trust
whatsoever in the current system, because it has always brutalized us and
let us down, it is our hope that the prima facie evidence we submit will
convince this Public Inquiry that there is a urgent need to redefine the
current ‘terms of reference’ to widen the scoop and remit to include and
apply more fitting areas of law that take into account of the magnitude of
the unprecedented horror that occurred with the Grenfell Tower fire
situation.

WHY WE ARE URGENTLY SUBMITTING OUR OWN PUBLIC INQUIRY
INVESTIGATIONS FINDINGS AND PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE
3)

It is only on the advice of a lawyer and good friend who also almost
perished inside Grenfell Tower, that we are now submitting our urgent
‘Prima Facie’ evidence, gathered from investigations that has been
expertly complied from many first class researchers, investigators, and
investigative journalist reporters from around the world, besides ourselves
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4)

We feel this way, because of the appalling, abusive exploitative, cruel,
barbaric, unjust, corrupt criminal ways that our cousin Seven and many
other friends have been treated in general, not just in terms of the horrific
way our aunt and cousin were brutally murdered inside Grenfell Tower.

5)

We emphasise ‘murdered’, because after meticulously examining vast
amounts of evidence and countless eye witness testimonies during our
own fact finding investigations, the facts prove very clearly, that what took
place on the night of 13th into early hours of 14th June 2017 at Grenfell
Tower, was undeniably a mass murder and a crime against humanity of
mammoth proportions. This was the most wicked, brutal, vicious and
cowardly act of evil and domestic terrorism ever committed in the United
Kingdom.

14 YEARS OF EXPERIENCING DANGEROUS DOMESTIC TERRORIST CRIMES
WITHOUT GETTING ANY POLICE OR JUDICIAL INTERVENTION
6)

Based on our own firsthand personal historical experiences dealing with
countless horrors ourselves and our appeals for police intervention falling
upon deaf ears in the last 14 years, given they have ‘never done anything’
to stop the serious dangerous domestic terrorist crimes happening to us,
we don’t expect them to care about us now either. Please also take note
that we have already spent many years going through the entire judicial
process via the British ‘Royal Courts Of Justice’ system and won, yet 14
years later, are no closer to attaining relief, remedy or justice dealing with
these same historical domestic terrorist crimes on account of extreme
corruption. Evidence of those particular court proceedings with case
reference numbers and courtroom audios will also be produced as exhibits
of evidence further on with our propositions herein.

7)

This is why we have very little trust in this Inquiry process or system, but
we are taking the time and trouble to make these propositions, in the hope
that, by some small miracle, there will be a few open hearts in the inquiry
or within the public reading this, who will have enough human decency,
compassion or concern, if not for us, but for themselves and their own
loved ones, to at least give us a fair hearing. Enough to recognise the
importance and dire urgent need to act fast to do something positive in
favour of protecting all of us who are being severely brutally grossly
abused.

8)

The evidence and live testimonies that we have already examined, prove
that the hundreds of innocent people/members of the public who were
residents, just living their lives otherwise peacefully inside the Grenfell
Tower block, including our aunt Marjorie Vital, and cousin Ernie Vital, were
most certainly, without a shadow of doubt, all specifically targeted to be
horrifically murdered, for this evil to be broadcasted around the world in a
real life snuff horror movie.
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ON BEHALF OF OUR FAMILY MEMBERS WHO WERE GRENFELL RESIDENTS
WHO WERE ALSO MURDERED
9)

For 14 years, we have suffered in unimaginable ways firsthand at the
hands of evil domestic terror loving people, so now have extensive
knowledge and insight about their crimes against humanity.

10)

For 14 years, we have been campaigning tirelessly to stop and shut down
the notorious crime ring of the ringleaders, so we are no strangers to the
lawlessness and corruption that has already been factually going on
behind closed doors for well over a decade completely unchecked. The
remains of the Grenfell Tower building now stands forever as a living
monument, testament and reminder of this evil and what could have so
easily been prevented well over a decade ago.

11)

After combing through literally hundreds, if not thousands of pieces of
evidence and eye witness testimonies, connecting the causal links to find
out what factually happened to our aunt and cousin, we now have a fairly
good idea, and it is a very far cry from the nonsense lies being peddled as
truth broadcasted on mainstream Associated TV networks. For very
obvious reasons.

12)

The evidence clearly reveals that the entire Grenfell Tower situation was
‘deliberately’ pre-engineered to ensure that the residents were maliciously,
viciously and violently ‘forced’ to endure the most horrific form of
psychological terror, torture and death imaginable, whilst we, family
members, relatives, loved ones, friends, residents living or working in the
area, neighbours, passersby and the rest of the world all watched on in
horror, as we witnessed people jump and others throw their babies out
from their windows in sheer desperation, as we were all helpless to do
anything to rescue them or put out the raging massive scale inferno.

PROPOSITION - URGENT REASONS TO WIDEN THE SCOPE AND REMIT OF
THIS PUBLIC INQUIRY
1) There are key separate specific areas of extreme unprecedented criminality
that took place to cause the Grenfell Tower Fire and mass murders, and Key
specific areas how victims/survivors have been severely affected as a direct
result. Therefore, this inquiry needs to widen and expand the remit to
appropriately address the criminals, the crimes and also what is being done to
the survivors.
URGENT REASONS TO REPLACE CORPORATE MANSLAUGTER CHARGE
WITH MULTIPLE CRIMINAL CHARGES
2) This Inquiry urgently needs to also widen the terms of reference, scope and
remit to take into full account the extremely diabolical level of the
unprecedented premeditated evil and violent nature of the crimes that were
committed.
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3) This was an unprecedented horror of extreme domestic terrorism and a highly
organised crime on the most extreme and horrific end of the spectrum in
respect of law
4) This crime has had a far reaching, extremely traumatic and devastating
damaging impact, not only on the direct victims, survivors, families, relatives,
friends, neighbours, colleagues, local residents etc but also the wider world.
5) What we all witnessed done to our relatives at Grenfell Tower, has been
deeply disturbing, traumatizing and damaging psychologically and emotionally
to the entire world.
6) Therefore, the charge of ‘Corporate Manslaughter’ does not apply. A
Corporation cannot ‘mass murder living people’ only other ‘living
people’ can.
URGENT REASONS TO WIDEN INQUIRY SCOPE TO ARREST AND SHUT
DOWN THE TERRORIST CRIME RING BEHIND GRENFELL TOWER FIRE
7) We are not dealing with a bunch of incompetent, negligent penny pinching
councillors working at RBKC and the KCTMO management company, who
were careless, trying to save money and make the building look pretty by
covering it in highly flammable, highly toxic ‘banned’ illegal cladding, who
completely ignored the residents warnings about the potential dangers of a
risk of fire because they all didn’t know what they were doing. That’s a blatant
lie. It is much deeper and more sinister than that.
WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED FROM RESIDENTS EYE WITNESS TESTIMONIES
SO FAR
1) Eye witnesses have said they saw a group of men running in the opposite
direction of the Grenfell Tower building wearing secret service clothing directly
after the fire had started. This urgently needs to be investigated with CCTV
footage collected to identify these men.
2) Residents have stated that there was a lot of suspicious activity and meetings
around the building two weeks before the fire. This urgently needs to be
investigated with CCTV footage collected.
3) Residents have stated that they were visited by the Councillors (or the fire
brigade?) two days before the fire and told “if there is a fire to stay inside
their flats”. This needs to be urgently investigated with CCTV footage
collected to establish exactly who had visited the residents and told them that.
4) Residents have stated that a huge yellow gas pipes were dug up on Grenfell
Road leading directly into Grenfell Tower just weeks before the inferno. This
needs to be urgently investigated with CCTV footage collected to establish
where these pipes are and exactly who ordered them.
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5) Residents have stated that ‘two fire exits were sealed’ during the works
carried out on the building. Urgent investigations need to be done to find out
exactly who ordered this to be done.
6) Residents have stated that they saw men tampering with the gas pipes
outside the Grenfell Tower building just before the fire. CCTV footage needs
to be collected to find out exactly who these men were, and whether gas
pipes were tampered with.
7) If the gas pipes were tampered with, it may explain why some of the flames
outside the building looked blue and purple during the Inferno. This needs to
be urgently investigated with CCTV footage collected to check whether the
blue and purple flames are in the same location that the gas pipes were
tampered with.
8) Residents have stated that the 8 Million plus pounds spent on cladding the
Grenfell Tower building was done to specifically make it unsafe and pre
prepped to be burnt up. Urgent investigations are needed to ascertain who
exactly paid for the unsafe refurbishments on the building, and exactly where
this money came from to fund this massive criminal operation. Those who
funded the prepping of the Grenfell Tower building urgently need to be
arrested, investigated and prosecuted with jail sentences.
9) Residents have stated that Grenfell Tower was turned in a modern day gas
chamber by members of the council who hold hate fuelled Nazi supremacist
beliefs. This needs to be urgently investigated to establish whether or not any
of the council are part of any Nazi organisations, cults or groups.
10) Residents have stated they want to know about the various applications made
to demolish the Grenfell Tower building from 22nd May 2014 onwards.
11) Residents have stated that many residents were making their way’ out of the
building to escape the fire in the early stages, but were told to return back to
their flats and stay inside. This needs to be urgently investigated with CCTV
footage collected to establish who told the residents to do this, and whether
these same residents are among those now deceased.
12) Residents have stated that the water supply was deliberately turned off on the
upper floors during the height of when the inferno was raging; to ensure that
there would be no chance of the upper floor resident’s survival. This needs to
be urgently investigated to establish exactly who ordered them to turn off the
resident’s water supply.
13) Residents have stated that it took a maximum of just fifteen minutes for the
fire to engulf the entire building in a full scale raging inferno. This needs to be
urgently investigated
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14) Residents have stated that Fire Engines took up to two hours to arrive at the
scene and when they did arrive, they found it difficult to get water. This needs
to be urgently investigated.

15) Residents have stated that they were prevented from rescuing people, and
that had it not been for heroic young Muslim men, who risked their lives to go
into the burning building to try to alert and rescue residents, many more
people would have perished. This needs to be urgently investigated with
medals/awards of bravery given to honour the young men who risked their
lives to rescue the residents.
16) Residents have stated that very little water was used to put out the inferno,
that fire engines only had two small hoses that only reached a quarter of the
way up the building, with no water at all used to put out the fire for the rest of
the entire building. No water was used to put out the inferno from planes or
helicopters above the building. This urgently needs to be investigated.
17) Residents have stated that some properties had up to 42 people in one flat
and that Grenfell Tower Fire was being used to hide bodies from other crimes
perpetrated elsewhere. This urgently needs to be investigated with CCTV
footage collected to ascertain whether there is any truth to these allegations.
18) Residents at Grenfell Tower had written website blogs many years before the
Inferno entitled ‘playing with fire’ showing clearly that they all knew that their
lives were in serious risk danger, so had tried desperately to appeal to the
KCTMO management sense of conscience but their appeals fell on deaf ears.
19) Residents have stated they had done extensive prior research and produced
prima facie material evidence about there being other fires at other Tower
blocks that the KCTMO Company had managed. These other prior fires had
apparently been started under equally sinister circumstances and that
residents from other local Tower Blocks lives were only saved just in time by
fire fighters. https://grenfellactiongroup.wordpress.com/2016/11/20/kctmoplaying-with-fire/
20) Resident’s statements had described the KCTMO as an ‘evil unprincipled
Mafia cartel’. This is a very important key point for the Inquiry to pay attention
to and specifically investigate. .
21) Residents have stated they were bullied, intimidated and terrorized by the
KCTMO management company long before the Grenfell Tower fire. Just like
is ‘still’ being done to our cousin Seven, which has been going on for the last
14 years with no intervention despite over 75 police reports.
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/3825791/women-feared-dead-in-grenfelltower-disaster-were-threatened-with-legal-action-by-housing-bosses-afterraising-concerns-over-fire-safety-years-ago/
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22) https://www.standard.co.uk/news/london/grenfell-tower-residents-giveshocking-accounts-of-neglect-and-threats-after-repeatedly-raisinga3565051.html
23) www.thefarrellreport.net
24) Residents have stated that the council had changed the locks of a local
community centre in the Ladbroke Grove/ Latimer road area where the relief
effort was taking place to deliberately prevent victim/survivors from getting
relief there. This needs to be urgently investigated to find out exactly who
ordered the community centre caring for the survivors locks to be changed
and why?
25) Residents have stated that the millions of pounds, food, clothing and other
relief effort donations, provided by the general public’s own pockets as charity
for victim survivors have been deliberately withheld/stolen? from the survivors
receiving them. This needs to be urgently investigated with a full account
given to find out why the survivors supply’s were taken locked away and
withheld, and where these donations have since gone.
26) Residents have stated that victims/survivors were deliberately evicted in the
middle of the night 2:am from hotels at short notice. This needs to be urgently
investigated to ascertain who ordered for this to be done to them and why?
27) Residents have stated that despite millions of pounds being collected on the
victim’s/survivors behalf, that they were only given the humiliating miserly sum
of just £10 each after losing everything with only a further £5000 plus pounds.
This needs to be urgently investigated as to who exactly made this decision
and why grown adults who have endured sheer torture was made to also be
humiliated in this way after everything else they have endured.
28) Residents have stated they are being offered Tower Blocks as replacement
housing accommodation after all they had just escaped being terrorized and
tortured at Grenfell Tower. It needs to be urgently investigated who
insensitively offered the Grenfell Tower fire residents Tower Blocks as
replacement accommodation and why?
29) Residents have stated victim survivors are being deliberately moved out of the
local area to isolate them. This needs to be urgently investigated to ensure
that victim/survivors receive emergency replacement Identification to prevent
them from becoming further vulnerable targets.
30) Residents have stated they were still being charged rent for the burnt up
Grenfell Tower Block this needs to be urgently investigated to find out who
was still charging them rent after being tortured and almost burnt alive. And
Why?
31) Residents have stated being concerned and not knowing the whereabouts of
children survivors. This needs to be urgently investigated to establish and
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publish exactly to whose care and custody the children survivors have gone to
find the best most suitable carers placements for them, if not with direct family
members, then with fully vetted, caring members from the local community.
32) Residents have stated that children survivors were deliberately turned away
from their schools like lepers without any compassion, because their school
uniforms were burnt in the fire. This needs to be urgently investigated to
establish who ordered for the children survivors to be turned away in such a
cruel insensitive manner, so that such a thing is never allowed to happen
again.
33) Residents have stated that the victim survivors have not received a penny
from the fast selling mainstream Grenfell charity singles, events or
productions claiming that they are on behalf of the victims. This needs to be
urgently investigated to ascertain exactly who is collecting the money on
behalf of the victim survivors as beneficiaries but are not handing these said
donations over to the victim survivors. This money needs to be confiscated
and returned back to the genuine Grenfell Tower victims/survivors.
34) Residents have asked who changed the Grenfell Tower building’s Zurich
Insurance policy, just 3 months before the Inferno; to Protector Foresking in
order for them to ‘specialize’ in a massive claim for Human casualties.. The
person/persons who did this must be urgently identified, named, arrested and
immediately prosecuted and jailed.
35) Residents living with the neighbouring areas around Grenfell Tower have
stated that they received threatening letters of legal action for ball games the
day after the fire. This needs to be urgently investigated to find out exactly
who ordered for these threatening legal letters to be sent out to threaten the
residents legally directly after they were all traumatized watching their friends,
relatives, neighbours mass murdered close up inside the Grenfell Inferno .
36) Residents have expressed absolute disgust at the deliberate withholding of
the numbers of those murdered inside Grenfell Tower, and wish to know why
they have not produced council tax, phone or internet account records in
order to identify those murdered? The building housed over 600 people so
why are we the people being blatantly lied to about how many were
murdered?
37) Residents have stated survivors were still being charged rents for the burnt
out Grenfell Tower. Who made the decision to continue to charge the
victims/survivors rent after they were all deliberately made homeless in the
most horrific way imaginable?
38) Residents and the whole world wants to know why has no-one been arrested
for such an obvious major horrific crime against humanity? Who exactly is
preventing the necessary arrests? Because that person or persons also
needs to be immediately identified, removed, arrested and investigated on
suspicion of complicity.
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39) These witness testimonies alone, (there are literally tons of them all widely
available) tells us all clearly that the Grenfell Tower fire was not caused by
just a careless negligent, incompetent social housing management situation at
all.
40) The evidence of the residents firsthand testimonies, proves that just like our
cousin Seven is currently still experiencing, many people in the UK are also
being terrorized, bullied and abused and have been so for many years without
relief.
41) The Grenfell residents had been desperately campaigning and appealing for
help for years because they were being bullied, threatened and terrorized long
before the Grenfell Inferno occurred.
42) Grenfell Tower residents had been desperately appealing about their safety
for years. They even had to resort to protesting outside the council offices,
just to be able to live inside their homes in safe secure living conditions, as we
all have the right to do.
43) Our rights to live in safety and securely inside our homes are specified within
Articles 8 and 13 of the 1998 ‘Human Rights Act.’ But these resident’s rights,
as well as these laws, were all deliberately ignored, in favour of residents
being threatened to force them to submit and acquiesce to their own demise.
44) Everyone being able to live safely and securely within our homes should be a
given. We should not have to show any of these monsters Human rights
Articles stipulating our rights just to prove to these human animals that they
do not have the right to murder hundreds of innocent people in horrific ways
inside people’s homes.
45) Straight off the back, this particular evidence alone, already gives us a clear
picture and indication about the prior evils that the Grenfell residents had to
contend with for years, just to prevent them exercising their God given rights
to live safety and securely inside their homes. This evidence is very telling. It
provides a clear back drop of the climate and ‘brutal environment’ that the
residents were all up against.
46) Residents who did not agree or comply to accept living in a death trap
became marked men and women, and were sent threatening legal letters to
beat them into submission.
47) The managers of the Grenfell Tower block refused to ensure that the
residents lived in the building safely, because unbeknown to them, these
residents had already been pre selected and targeted to be horrifically
murdered inside Grenfell Tower by sadistic criminals who were meticulously
already deeply engrossed in engineering the crime. So the Inquiry has to
account for the fact that for many years, the Grenfell residents were also
forced to endure non-stop threats and being brutalized even prior to these
hundreds of residents being mass murders inside the Grenfell Tower.
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THE CURRENT CLIMATE OF GROSS BULLYING, DOMESTIC TERROR AND
TOTAL ABUSE OF RESIDENTS WITHIN THE ENTIRE UK HOUSING SECTOR
48) What we have seen being done to the Grenfell Tower residents is indicative of
what is currently being done to our cousin Seven and countless other
residents we know who live within Genesis Housing Group too. For a whole
decade now we have been appealing for help to address the horrific Terror
campaign directed at her at the building of her flat.
49) Instead of the management staff answering urgent messages left requesting
help to stop the nonstop domestic terror campaign of illegal surveillance,
gang-stalking, break ins, leaving scaffolding on the building without any
notification or any works for years on end to induce psychological terror and
harassment, even tampering with her water supply, they ignore us and would
much rather leave people to rot. These are just a few examples of the
inhumane living conditions people are being forced to endure now in the UK.
That’s why we film everything, you have to otherwise nobody would ever
believe the sheer horrors people are being subjected to, because they remove
records to keep the abuse covered up. View evidence on pages 140-151
click The Main Report then click The Final Report- www.thefarrellreport.net
50) Since the murders of our aunt and cousin inside Grenfell, there is now the
deliberate attempt to make Seven completely homeless by evicting her onto
the streets altogether because she has demanded to be able to reside safely
inside her property without attempts to murder her.
51) She has been forced to flee to safety and having to sleep on friends sofas,
which is very unpleasant. When you examine the evidence of what is being
done to Seven, you will see clear parallels of what had been done to the
Grenfell Tower residents for years before they were all mass murdered. It has
got so bad that people have done international global appeals to help Seven
from all around the world for years now too. Because in the UK, residents
nationwide are being treated appallingly.
52) Since 2010 Genesis have owed thousands of pounds in compensation
because of the cruel torturous abuse that Seven has endured for over a
decade, but 7 years later they still have not paid up. Had they paid already,
she would have left their property years ago. You have to battle these people
for what they all know you are entitled to, because these are sick
psychopathic people who actually enjoy abusing people. Fact!
53) The Grenfell fire had nothing to do with people being poor, that’s a load of
rubbish. The abuse of residents in the UK is not only happening in the social
housing sector. We know about other horrific cases in the private sector
whereby men have turned up with chainsaws to steal wealthy friend’s
properties as well. They are stealing our wealth to make us who would
otherwise be very affluent highly professional successful people, intentionally
poor. There is outright mafia style targeting of individuals/residents to steal
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and sell off people’s property both land and intellectual property. This is what
is being done to our cousin Seven and countless others we know.
54) Thieves have targeted and been terrorizing Seven for 14 years just to steal
and racketeer with her Intellectual Property internationally, because there is a
culture of the open theft of other people’s property going on rife in the UK. It is
this culture of greed, lawlessness, property theft and land grabbing by criminal
means that is behind the Grenfell fire, but it does not stop there, it is much
more sinister, sadistic and evil than just mafia thugs wanting to land grab.
55) The changing of the insurance claim policy just 3 months before the Grenfell
fire, to a company and policy that ‘specialised’ in human causalities alone
proves that something much deeper, sinister and foul was going on.
WIDESPREAD EXTREME ABUSE OF UK RESIDENTS IN BOTH SOCIAL &
PRIVATE HOUSING SECTORS NOW AT EPIDEMIC PROPORTIONS
56) The Inquiry must take into account that the exact same types of abuse that
was done to the Grenfell Tower residents prior to the fire, is also happening to
people nationwide right across the UK. For example, in another case, (there
are literally thousands) a friend who is also a long suffering Genesis resident
who also almost died inside Grenfell Tower because she too was forced to
flee from her Genesis flat, after also suffering a 10 year plus nightmare being
abused as a resident. She was deliberately left without ‘any’ water or heating
inside the property for ‘two years’. Can you imagine they are forcing residents
to live for two whole years without one single drop of water to wash, clean,
cook or do anything! There was not even water inside her lavatory.
57) This particular resident, just like Seven, the residents at Grenfell Tower and
thousands of others up and down the country, has had to battle for years to
appeal to these Landlords sense of common decency. But there is none.
Residents are being deliberately ignored. They don’t care how people are
being treated.
58) Can you imagine that things are so bad for Genesis residents that this woman
was fleeing for her safety by going to stay with a friend inside Grenfell Tower?
Which we all now know was a death trap. That tells you the dire criminal
lawless state of affairs now in the UK. Fortunately, because of divine
providence, she did not make it in time to stay at Grenfell, because if she had,
she too would have also been burnt alive on the 23rd floor, along with her
friend and her friend’s two young children.
NOTORIOUS DOMESTIC TERRORIST CRIME SYNDICATE TARGETING
PEOPLE BEHIND GRENFELL FIRE IT IS NOT JUST RBKC AND THE KCTMO
59) To properly address and resolve the horrors behind Grenfell fire, this Public
Inquiry has to urgently widen the scope to account for the fact that we are
factually dealing with a notorious very well known, fully established extremely
evil crime syndicate who have been targeting innocent people/residents inside
people’s homes for years.
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60) The evidence we have uncovered, which we will provide herein, proves
without a shadow of doubt, that it is the same crime syndicate who have
targeted our cousin Seven, who also targeted the residents at Grenfell Tower.
61) These ringleaders already have a long track record of committing other
horrific domestic terrorist atrocities, whereby countless other innocent
people/members of the public have also been targeted robbed, terrorized,
psychologically tortured and brutally murdered also in horrific ways.
CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS ARE THE SECRET HEADS BEHIND THE
GRENFELL TOWER FIRE AND A HIERACHICAL PYRAMID STRUCTURE
62) This crime ring has a pyramid structure with those on the highest levels
operating in a clandestine capacity from the shadows. The concealed
ringleaders are ‘the order givers’ and are referred to as being part of the
‘deep state’.
63) What we know is that the crime syndicate ringleaders who are behind the
Grenfell Tower inferno and countless other heinous crimes against humanity
operate as ‘order givers’ and ‘architects of evil’ operating at the very extreme
top upper levels of the pyramid structure, controlling people and crimes in a
clandestine capacity from above. The ‘order followers’ (those who take the
ringleaders orders) operate on the lower ranking levels and carry out the
ringleaders commands from below.
64) Those on the highest levels of the criminal gang, engineer the crimes, and
those on the lower levels, just follow the orders and work for a pay check and
possibly don’t even know who those giving the orders actually all are.
65) But we do, because we have been exposing them and their diabolical evil
domestic terrorist crimes and gang for the last 14 years. This is the
aforementioned case we spoke about winning in the outset, which as we said
before, we will also provide evidence for this Public Inquiry later on herein.
66) In order for everyone to gain additional insight into understanding exactly how
the crime rings hierarchical pyramid system functions, and what is involved,
please watch the witness testimony of whistleblower Banker Roland Bernard
who provides an invaluable witness account of how the crime syndicate’s
ringleader’s pyramid system and structure actually works in regards to their
crimes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hYZIODJ999s
67) For this reason this Public Inquiry needs to urgently redefine the ‘terms of
reference’ to widen the scope to address the fact that we are factually dealing
with a much wider, much more sinister domestic terrorist criminal situation
than the Inquiry’s Terms of reference and scope has accommodated for.
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LIST OF CRIMES AND INDUSTRIES INFILTRATED BY THE CRIME SYNDICATE
RINGLEADERS
68) The Public Inquiry has to immediately address the fact that we are dealing
with people who have very cruel sadistic psychopathic evil satanic beliefs, that
have infiltrated and usurped all sorts of public and official departments and
offices and are deeply involved in the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)
q)
r)
s)
t)
u)
v)
w)

Industrial scale Organised Crime
Industrial scale Racketeering
Industrial scale Espionage
Running Targeting and Gang stalking of Individuals
Running Slave Trading operations
Running Computer Hacking/ Wire tapping operations
Running horrific Domestic Terrorism operations
Running horrific psychological terror & torture ops
Running bribery and corruption of Police, Courts and the judiciary.
Running horrific abuse from public departments
Running horrific abuse of Military programs
Running horrific abuse of Intelligence agencies
Running horrific abuse of Telecommunications
Running horrific abuse of Housing sector
Running horrific abuse of Mainstream Associated TV networks
Running horrific abuse of Hollywood and Entertainment industries
Running horrific abuse of Publishing Houses
Running horrific abuse of Art, Tech, Trade and Patent industries
Running horrific abuse of Fashion and Design industries
Running horrific abuse of Law firms
Running horrific abuse of Banking industries. .
Running horrific abuse of Universities
Running horrific abuse All over ‘UK’ and ‘Globally’

SCOTLAND YARD POLICE REPORT OPERATION TIBERIOUS
CRIMINAL GANGS INFILTRATION OF THE ENTIRE JUDICARY

ABOUT

69) The press reported that Scotland Yard had written a special report about the
fact that the entire judiciary has long since been taken over by criminal gangs.
The report is called ‘Operation Tiberous’ which was reported by all the
mainstream press several years ago.
70) So the gross level of corruption that created the Grenfell Tower inferno has
not been a secret to anyone. The UK is actually now considered the main
corruption hub and capital of the world. It’s literally everywhere we go now.
Link below to press report on ‘Operation Tiberious’
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/crime/revealed-how-gangs-used-thefreemasons-to-corrupt-police-9054670.html
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HOW THE GRENFELL TOWER CRIME/MASS MURDERS HAS IMPACTED ON
US DIRECTLY
71) As we have said, cousin Seven has been on the receiving end of domestic
terrorism evils for 14 years by the very same ringleaders also behind the
Grenfell Tower inferno. Police have not done one single thing whatsoever to
stop it or arrest the crime syndicate ringleaders because as Scotland Yard’s
Operation Tiberious’ report stated, these evil criminal gangs have literally
infiltrated everywhere now and infected every place they go with lawlessness,
corruption and evil. You can view the crime file logs here .Go to page 127-153
of The Main Report, click link The Final Report www.thefarrellreport.net
You can also view or download official court documents, affidavits and
witness testimonies by clicking link The Appendences
LIES, DEFAMATION AND ABUSE WHEN REPORTING AUNT AND COUSIN
MISSING AT GRENFELL FIRE AND COUSIN SEVEN’S LIFE BEING IN DANGER
72) When it was reported that our aunt Marjorie Vital and cousin Ernie were
missing from Grenfell Tower, and that our cousin Seven’s life was in
immediate danger too by the same crime ring behind those atrocities, police
officers tried to pretend that nothing had happened to our aunt Marjorie and
cousin Ernie and that our cousin Seven was just making it all up. This was a
very cruel heartless thing to do when victims are factually being, targeted,
terrorized and grossly abused.
73) Our cousin Roni can’t even tell his mother, that her sister Marjorie was
murdered in the fire because he does not know how such horrible news will
impact on her. She still thinks Marjorie is hospital with other survivors.
CRIME FILE LOGS DOCTORED AND REPLACED WITH OUTRAGEOUS LIES TO
PREVENT ARRESTS & CRIMINAL CHARGES OF RINGLEADERS
74) Basically, someone has been doctoring our police crime file logs to make it
‘appear’ that our cousin Seven has mental issues after not only Seven, but
many of us who are also direct witnesses have all been reporting the crimes
of the crime syndicate ringleaders for over a decade over and over. They
even tried to run us over after we left the police station.
75) The truth and the reality of the matter is, someone has been deliberately
changing the data entry’s and replacing our genuine police crime file reported
logs with outright lies, to help the ringleaders to keep their criminal activities
ongoing, even though they obviously all know these ringleaders are all
extremely insane highly disturbed people. The ringleaders have even gloated
about being total psychopaths. So it says a lot about the sorry dire state of
lawless affairs in the UK, when the police prefer to help protect evil
psychopathic domestic terrorists, rather than help the innocent members of
the public who are being openly targeted, terrorized by them.
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PROOF ABOUT KEY CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS AT ‘VIRGIN MEDIA’
ABUSING UK POLICE SERVICES
76) There are press reports that ringleaders in our case from the highly sinister
corrupt company ‘Virgin Media’ have been paying the police for years, which
is no secret to anyone. The crime syndicate ringleaders boast about having
‘fixers’ everywhere. That is how and why their crimes always get covered up.
The cover up cannot happen this time. The truth of all of this crime rings evils
will all come out now.
77) Sadly, the police are protecting criminal usurpers who are paying them from
money that does not even belong to these ringleaders in the first place. They
have stolen the monies from us, so have no rights to it whatsoever. This is the
real reason for their terror campaign against our cousin Seven, because they
don’t want to have to pay the money they have stolen from 14 years
racketeering with her work http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/law-andorder/9046679/Virgin-Media-secretly-pays-police-for-fraud-investigation.html
78) We know that corrupt officers at the Paddington Green Police Station London
have been helping this crime ring for years. You never know, maybe these
officers are also being threatened and terrorized by the crime syndicate
ringleader bosses too? Maybe that is why they are not helping us or the
public? Maybe they are all too afraid to arrest and prosecute the ringleaders?
That would explain why we have received absolutely no assistance from the
police whatsoever in 14 years. They definitely know we are telling the truth
because a police officer named Stallard once called to tell Seven to keep
quiet about the crimes happening to her and yelled down the phone “nothing
would be reported or investigated” before slamming the phone down. If
police officers are also being terrorized by the ringleaders, the inquiry must
intervene to protect everyone who is being terrorized by these crime ring
bosses. They must be stopped now. No ifs or buts about it.
79) Make no mistake here, ‘Virgin media’ (formerly the highly corrupt criminal
sinister company NTL) are ‘not a legitimate company’ they are running a
domestic terrorist slave trading crime syndicate from their offices. That is a
fact! Once you take a look at all the evidence and exhibits we are producing
from our own court case you will see that this is absolutely the truth. This
company needs to be immediately shut down and investigated.
80) If the police would have followed the rules of law and arrested and jailed the
crime syndicate ringleaders like they were supposed to have done 14 years
ago, we would happily have paid the police the same money that they are
illegally receiving from the criminal ringleaders, ‘to protect the public’ and it
would have been all totally lawful above board because we are the rightful
owners of the money. The ringleaders are not in any position to pay anyone
because the monies they are paying people with is not theirs it is all stolen.
We honestly believe that the police should be paid a much higher salary to be
able to legitimately risk their lives protecting all members of the public from
such maniacs. We pray after Grenfell, they will all see clearly that it is unwise
to continue protecting these insane evil ringleaders anymore.
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81) The truth about their evil crimes is being exposed because it’s the only way to
stop the lunatics now. They need mental help. All whistleblowers need to be
protected to able to come forward now. Just like the whistle blower Banker
Roland Bernard has done.
HORRIFIC SMEAR CAMPAIGN OF DECEIT BEING DONE TO GENUINE
TARGETED VICTIMS
82) They have gone over and beyond to smear and defame our cousin Seven
who is a genuine victim and honest highly respectable and respected woman.
This is what they are doing to discredit genuine victims who are telling the
truth. But the truth speaks volumes for itself because it is backed up by tons of
evidence, so it cannot be silenced by evil criminal’s lies.
83) When we first tried to find out what happened to our aunt Marjorie and cousin
Ernie, they ‘deliberately’ kept Seven on hold on the phone for ages, just to
further try to torture us. In the UK, victims are punished, while those who
commit the most evil horrific atrocities are given all the consideration, all the
respect and all the protection in the world.
84) There is an open culture of treating victims like absolute trash in the UK and
abusing us nonstop. Just look at the horrors Grenfell survivors who escaped
the fire have since been subjected to. This is typical. It honestly appears from
what we have experienced, there is utter contempt for all victims and a love
for criminal domestic terrorists.
85) It honestly seems like the more evil people do, the more they are honoured
and revered. If you speak to most victims across the UK they will all tell you
exactly the same thing. The abuse victims are subjected to in the UK, is
actually classified as torture under the Geneva Convention. What’s even
worse, we are not supposed to speak about it, we are just supposed to suck it
up and endure a life subjected to torturous hell, exploitation, misery and
abuse day in day out.
OUR BAD EXPERIENCE WITH GRENFELL TOWER EMERGENCY HELP LINE
AND NOT BEING INFORMED OUR AUNT WAS CONFIRMED DEAD BY POLICE.
86) Although the emergency help line number we called eventually gave us two
reference numbers and said they would call back as soon as they had news,
they have never once called back since, right up until now. Not a word. We
had to be informed by friends and other family members, that our aunt had
been formerly identified and confirmed among those murdered inside Grenfell
Tower. They didn’t even have the common courtesy to let us know directly.
87) Then they suspiciously singled out our aunt Marjorie’s photo and heavily
featured just her as the Grenfell Tower poster child, aside from all the other
Grenfell Tower victims.They blasted her photo all over mainstream press
together with the 9-11 Terror Attack investigations Team story.
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88) Even when we just searched ‘Grenfell Tower’ online her face automatically
came up. Someone clearly arranged for this to be done. This urgently needs
to be investigated.
89) They were also quick to change the floor number that she lived on as we said
before, from the 16th floor to the 19th floor when they obviously all know that
she was living on the 16th Floor. Clearly they knew she was living on the 16th
floor, because they had shown the correct floor in other press reports, so why
did they suddenly decide to change the floor number that she lived on?
90) They had just identified her as dead inside her flat on the 16th floor so it is
deeply suspicious that the press changed her floor number. Whoever did this
is either connected to the crime syndicate ringleaders, or directly from the
crime syndicate in our case.
91) The crime syndicate ringleaders are running amuck promoting their evil
crimes from inside Associated TV networks, so we are not at all surprised to
see how they are abusing our aunt’s image. We know there are good
journalists inside these networks who don’t like what is going on either, but
they need to be courageous enough to report the truth to let the world know
what is happening. If they can’t tell the truth, they should leave and whistle
blow independently.
92) We know that they changed that our aunt lived on the 16th floor because
Seven is a direct victim of ringleaders who have totally usurped mainstream
media, and are desperately trying to conceal the massive case we won called
‘Seven versus Gossage and Nine others now referred to as the
‘SevenGate’ terrorist crime ring’, From herein, we will refer the crime
syndicate ringleaders as SevenGate.
.
ATTEMPTS TO MURDER OUR COUSIN SEVEN AFTER GRENFELL FIRE TO
CONCEAL CRIMES BY THE CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS QUIET
93) After Grenfell they tried to murder our cousin Seven again to stop her from
speaking about the horrific crimes they have been doing for decades.
94) A few days after Grenfell fire, while our cousin and other family members
were all franticly trying to find out what happened to our aunt calling the
emergency hotline numbers, there were men in black SUV’s waiting outside
the house we believe they were sent by the crime ring to assassinate Seven.
Eye witnesses saw these men and it was obvious what their intention was.
95) Friends even went back to the police to get help, but once again they just said
my cousin was making it all up, while these secret service looking men were
factually waiting outside the building for days. That is how we have been
affected. It’s been a nightmare to say the least.
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TWO FEMALE GRENFELL RESIDENTS WHO CAMPAIGNED TO LIVE IN
SAFETY WERE ALSO BULLIED, THREATENED AND ARE NOW DEAD
96) Just look how appallingly they treated the two beautiful ladies who were
Grenfell residents who were also forced to speak out and protest because
they also just wanted to live in safety inside their flats. This is what they are
reducing people to have to do. Nobody wants to have spend their time
protesting and campaigning for our safety, but we will not stay quiet and let
these evil people murder any more of us. These women were hero’s who did
everything to protect all the other Grenfell residents. This shows that Grenfell
was also a hate crime of monstrous proportions against innocent people who
posed no threat to anyone. http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/homenews/grenfell-tower-fire-london-dead-legal-action-campaign-fire-safetymariem-elgwahry-nadia-choucair-a7795586.html
97) Our Aunt Marjorie and Cousin Ernie never even protested or campaigned but
they were still brutally trapped inside the Grenfell Tower building and
murdered too. So you’re damned if you do protest and equally damned even
when you don’t. That’s how dire things are for people living in the UK.
OUR NIGHTMARES BEFORE GRENFELL TOWER WITH THE SAME CRIME
RINGLEADERS BEHIND GRENFELL TOWER FIRE
98) This is not the first time for us. We have gone through a similar nightmare
before, but at that time it was during the 7/7 London attacks in 2005 whereby
on that occasion, our cousin Seven had to go into hiding for 3 months
because they tried to murder her back then too. Roni had to smuggle her to
Notting Hill Police station in the middle of the night. This was the same time
that our court case was supposed to start against the SevenGate crime
syndicate ringleaders. So our aunt and cousin now being murdered inside
Grenfell fire is actually the extension of an extreme nightmare that has not
ended for us in 14 years. We are all sick of it!
99) We will also leave links with these propositions of the detailed interview
series about what happened at that time. There is already a detailed video
series about it with Judge Alfred Webre and also a comprehensive report on
the case by expert criminal intelligence analyst Tony Farrell so that you can
see for yourselves what we have already been put through by this evil crime
ring for years. www.thefarrellreport.net view previous crimes reported and
ignored by police on page 127 The Main / Final Report
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THE CULTURE OF EXTREME DOMESTIC TERRORISM AND ABUSE OF
RESIDENTS IN HOUSING NATIONWIDE ACROSS THE UK
100)
There are countless reports about similar types of evils happening to
people in social housing right around the country, because this crime
syndicate have literally infiltrated everywhere now. These criminals have
totally infiltrated Genesis and corrupted that housing group too. Like they have
obviously also done with RBKC and KCTMO. They have literally taken over
and are pulling strings at the highest levels. The crime syndicate in question
have stolen so much money now that they are able to completely destroy
what used to be decent social housing organisations. What has now
happened at Grenfell Tower is indicative of that
101)
As these crime syndicates ringleaders have risen in stolen economic
power over the last 14 years from their international organised crime scams,
we have watched the rapid decline in housing and descent into to absolute
chaos, lawlessness and corruption. People are now enduring living in either
torturous or dilapidated conditions. Grown men have given testimonies about
being in tears because of the hell that they have had to put up with for years.
Prior to these crime syndicate ringleaders infiltrating housing departments and
targeting people, nothing like what we are witnessing now had ever happened
before.
CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS CONTROL MAINSTREAM MEDIA SO THE
TRUTH OF HORRIFIC ABUSE OF UK RESIDENTS GOES UNREPORTED
102)
20 years ago, this type of widespread abuse in the housing sector
would have already been checked and condemned. But because the crime
syndicate also control the mainstream media, these crimes never get
reported. That’s why the abuse that was happening to the Grenfell Tower
residents, which should have been reported on the news years ago, wasn’t.
The media are only reporting it now because the Grenfell residents are now
dead.
103)
The sad reality is, had any of the Grenfell Tower residents still all been
alive, still campaigning, still protesting, still appealing for their safety and trying
to get a mainstream news network to cover the horrific abuse they were
undergoing, the British press would not have touched the story with a barge
pole. That’s partially why things are so bad, and why criminals are getting
away with murder. We have a major crisis going on in the UK with a growing
culture of outrageous abuse.
104)
The domestic terrorist criminal gang in question are targeting,
terrorizing, stealing people’s property, infiltrating housing organisations just to
harass, and psychologically torture victims/residents within our homes and
mainstream media does not report a word about it. Ask yourselves why?
Because there is an obvious explanation for this that makes the whole
Grenfell fire situation all the more sickening.
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105)
This same abuse has been going on for 14 years for us and even after
winning a massive court case about these same horrors, not a word about it
has ever been reported by mainstream news. Grenfell Tower fire heralds the
shape of things to come for everyone if nothing is done to reverse the growing
trend of evil.
RESIDENTS ATTENDING MEETINGS WITH COMPLAINTS OF HOUSING ABUSE
AND NEGLECT ALL OVER THE UK
106)
Those of us who have attended residents meetings about what is
happening to people in the UK, have witnessed these meetings quickly
become jam packed with people piling in wall to wall, coming nationwide from
all over the country. People are not attending these housing meetings
because they don’t have anything else to do, they are attending because the
serious abuse of UK residents has reached epidemic proportions.
107)
Since the Grenfell fire, we are now informed that Genesis housing have
merged with Notting Hill Housing Trust which is also in the RBKC area. This
signals even more danger ahead for even more UK residents. It looks like
these criminals are joining ranks to create one big mega beast, designed
destroy the entire UK resident population.
SUDDEN SINISTER STAGED FIRES IN OTHER TOWER BLOCKS ALL OVER
LONDON SINCE THE GRENFELL TOWER FIRE
108)
Since the Grenfell Tower fire, there have been reports of what appear
to be other pre staged fires in many other London Tower blocks for example
Shadwell East London, Bethnal Green East London, Camden Town North
London, Hampstead North London, Wood Green North London. These fire’s
all happened back to back days after the Grenfell fire, so it is definitely an
extremely abnormal situation. This is a highly suspicious sinister situation also
needing to be urgently investigated. We all have the right to live in peace and
safety.
Fire in Shadwell East London days after Grenfell Tower Fire.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKOlvcWP_HE
Fire in Bethnal Green East London
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-40392587
Fire in Waxham House Camden North London
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2rSHtZ5evM
Fire in Hampstead North London Mansfield Roadhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kZmnOPsgHNE
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PREVIOUS ARSON DOMESTIC TERROR ATTACKS BY THE SAME CRIME
SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS WIHO HAVE DIRECT LINKAGESTO GRENFELL
109)
The SevenGate ringleaders orchestrated to burn the floor down where
they had been conducting a military scale surveillance op in the building
directly opposite cousin Seven’s home on 27th February 2013. They even left
a poster stating ‘Burn The Floor’ featuring one of the famous TV productions
that they had stolen from Seven near the burnt down building, just to let
everyone know that they had done the arson. This is typical of their use of the
Military program ‘operation mockingbird’ designed to mock victims after
carrying out domestic terror crime themselves. View evidence on pages 206
and 232 The Main/ The Final Report www.thefarrellreport.net
Short version on the news
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hs8RMYEkus
Watch longer version from time 17:52 of video with tons of other evidence
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOsSs9ExdHY
THE ATTEMPTED ARSON DOMESTIC TERRORIST ATTACK TO MURDER
COUSIN SEVEN CAUGHT BEFORE GRENFELL TOWER STREAMED LIVE
110)
We here produce evidence as proof that there was also an attempt to
burn down the building where Seven has been staying for safety on 28th
March 2017, just a few months before now murdering our aunt and cousin
inside Grenfell Tower. In that situation a unknown unannounced young
Caucasian male in his 20’s posing as an electrician, turned up at the property
and deliberately left and box full of microwave radioactive materials right at
the front door entrance of the building with a live device acting as a detonator.
This detonator device was being controlled remotely. This attempt to murder
Seven was caught and streamed live for the whole world to see the evils
being done to Seven. Yet the police did absolutely nothing. This is why we
document everything done to us and there is vast amounts of evidence from
the case.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=id0HUpdh_tI
ATTEMPTED ARSON DOMESTIC TERROR ATTACK REPORTED TO POLICE
BUT HAS BEEN TOTALLY IGNORED
111)
This is proof that the arson domestic terror attack on 28th March 2017
was reported to the Met police but they did absolutely nothing about it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDq-dbTq0Xw
HARASSMENT TO REWIRE COUSIN SEVENS FLAT ANOTHER ATTEMPTED
ARSON DOMESTIC TERRORIST ATTACK
112)
After the plot to murder Seven was caught out and streamed live,
Genesis sent a letter and kept calling harassing her about wanting to
electrically re wire Seven’s home and rig it up with motion sensors to track her
every move. We know this is another tactic they use to cause power surges to
murder residents inside their flats.
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113)
Grenfell residents had exposed that this had been done in other Tower
blocks before the Grenfell inferno. They actually behave like we have amnesia
and don’t know that they are domestic terrorists who blatantly murder people.
They seem to think we are just going let them murder us and say and do
nothing about it.
114)
We have urgently tried to get help to stop the domestic terror plots for
years, but the police don’t listen or even care. Since our Aunt Marjorie and
Cousin Ernie were murdered inside Grenfell Tower, as we said they are
desperately trying to make our cousin Seven homeless to stop her speaking
about what they are doing to our family. It’s evil. The public has a right to
know the truth about what is really going on. If people do not speak up they
will just murder everyone.
HELICOPTER HOVERING STATIONED OVER OUR COUSIN RONI’S HOUSE ON
THE NIGHT OF GRENFELL FIRE A FEW MILES AWAY FROM THE FIRE
115)
On the night of the Grenfell fire, before it was fully a blaze, the our
cousin Roni Nicholas , nephew of aunt Marjorie Vital, for several hours, had
noticed a low flying helicopter hovering stationed directly over his home which
is a few miles away from Grenfell Tower building which we find extremely
alarming and deeply suspicious. We urgently need this investigated.
116)
Roni was a key witness in the massive court case that revolved
around Seven. During the court case both were frequently followed by low
flying helicopters right from our front door to the destination planned.
REMIT- URGENT REASONS FOR THE PUBLIC INQUIRY TO EXPAND REMIT
TO INVESTIGATE THE SEVENGATE CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS
1) In order for this public Inquiry to fully determine and establish the true extent
of what we are factually dealing with, the hidden ringleaders engineering all
this evil must be urgently investigated too. Without doing so, you will not get
the full picture of why Grenfell Tower really happened, nor will you stop the
domestic terrorists from doing it again.
2) If this Inquiry does not look deeper into exactly who these crime ringleaders
are, you will jeopardize the general public’s safety everywhere, not just in the
UK but all over the world in dangerous ways. The seriousness of the situation
warrants nothing less.
3) Just looking into what happened to the Grenfell Tower building and buying
into the lie that the Grenfell fire was caused by a fridge will neither deter nor
prevent these ringleaders from perpetrating other large scale atrocities.
4) Buildings don’t make themselves go up in mass scale raging infernos, only
seriously evil people do.
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5) If the Inquiry does not act fast to stop these ringleaders now, it’s an absolute
certainty that they will do more Grenfell Tower Infernos again anytime soon.
6) After this next section providing evidence about the SevenGate crime
syndicate ringleaders, we will provide the causal links so that this Inquiry can
see directly how the main key ringleaders from the case we won called
‘Seven versus Gossage and Nine Others ‘SevenGate’ are directly linked to
the Grenfell Tower Inferno.
OUR COURT CASE WON – AGAINST KEY CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS
ALSO DIRECTLY LINKED TO GRENFELL TOWER INFERNO
7) We here provide the public Inquiry with key critical background evidence of
how we happen to find ourselves knee deep in this nightmare. We have
already been to court about the terrorist Crime syndicate ringleaders behind
Grenfell and have already won our case. Despite this, due to a massive cover
up, they are still very active, hell bent on causing death and destruction
wherever they go.
THE EMERGENCY URGENT PUBLIC CALL TO ACTION TO SHOUT DOWN
CRIME SYNDICATE PRIOR TO THE GRENFELL INFERNO
8) It is also important to mention that Seven has been running an ‘emergency
urgent public call to action’ campaign appeal to get the crime syndicate shut
down prior to the Grenfell Tower Inferno. The case has become fairly well
known worldwide because the horrific nature of the crimes committed by the
ringleaders and UK police doing nothing whatsoever to stop them. There are
literally thousands if not millions of people who have following this situation
from around the world for years and so are already aware of what is really
going on. Therefore it is important to provide key critical background evidence
to the inquiry, so that the panel may also become fully up to speed and get
the full scope of what we are actually dealing with.
HOW WE CAME TO KNOW ABOUT THE CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS
BEHIND THE GRENFELL TOWER FIRE / MASS MURDERS
9) For the last 14 years, the same crime syndicate ringleaders behind Grenfell,
have been literally systematically gang stalking Seven and will not leave her
alone.
10) They targeted her because she is a highly respected concepts innovator. In
2003, they set up a bogus business meeting at the bankrupted NTL facilities
(since rebranded as Virgin Media) to steal valuable documents detailing a
multimedia platform she had created. These documents were stolen at that
meeting by Helen Alexander, Jim Manson, Richard J Hannah with the
assistance of her then Lawyers from the Russells Media Law firm Christopher
Gossage and Tony/David English.
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11) Seven’s stolen multimedia platform documents were used for ferocious
international Organised IP crime racketeering in over 126 countries, which
quickly generated Billions of pounds in black market revenue for the crime
ring and became multiple award winning globally celebrated TV productions
still running and generating Billions annually from countless global franchises
and spin off merchandises today. Due to their successful operations and large
monetary rewards, they employed a full military scale industrial espionage
domestic terror operation to continue systematically stealing literally
everything Seven has created ever since.
12) This foul criminal situation has continued and has over 75 Met police’ reports
for truly horrific crimes done over past 14 years. It is the crime syndicate
ringleader’s domestic terror operation that has expanded out of control over
the years and forms the foundation of the horrors we find ourselves having to
deal with today. View evidence here:
30:59 on time of video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOsSs9ExdHY
13) This crime ring of parasites, have been literally leaching off of Seven using
her as a human resource to fund the expansion of their nefarious international
racketeering, domestic terrorism and slave trading global enterprise.
14) All our attempts to stop these insane greedy thieving evil people, have
resulted in them trying to murder Seven and actually murdering others. Over
the last 14 years these ringleaders have stolen vast amounts of her valuable
IP. They have stolen all her profits, stolen all her awards, stolen all her credits,
stolen all her royalties, stolen all her publishing rights, stolen all her
copyrights, stolen all merchandising rights, they have even stolen her name
and identity. This is not just about theft, these ringleaders are effectively
running a covert industrial scale international domestic terrorism driven slave
trade
15) Seven’s entire life has been stolen and literally turned into a covert money
making Truman show. Details of our personal lives and Seven’s creations are
being given to other cult member criminals to pass off Seven’s stolen life and
works as their own. To get away with this evil, and stop this evil from coming
to light, the ringleaders have committed countless other atrocities to use them
as a smoke screen to keep their covert slave trade from becoming publically
known. View Seven’s stolen productions by the SevenGate ringleaders
1:29:41 on the video time https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huI6xeJrm9I
OTHER UNRESOLVED SUSPICIOUS DEATHS NEEDING INVESTIGATIONS
16) Two of Seven’s friends died suspiciously in 2012 on the same day. Both her
parents died suspiciously 2014 six months apart, and now our aunt and
cousin have been blatantly horrifically murdered with hundreds of other
innocent people inside Grenfell Tower. This type of targeting abuse is not
exclusive to just Seven. There have been countless suspicious deaths of
people working inside Associated TV networks who were employed to illegal
trade Seven’s stolen work in some capacity.
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17) Press have reported that employees working behind the scenes of Seven’s
stolen shows (they never mention Seven) also find themselves being brutally
bullied and terrorized just like is being done to seven, and was done to the
Grenfell Tower residents before they were all horrifically mass murdered.
18) You will see quite a sizable list of people behind Seven’s stolen productions
who have found their untimely demise at the hands of these ringleaders. Once
the Inquiry starts looking at the evidence, you will soon start seeing a very
clear consistent pattern of extremely sinister activities taking place inside
Associated mainstream TV networks, mainstream media law firms, and
Telecommunications companies all leading to the suspicious deaths of
countless people.View evidence of other victims of this crime ring at time
25:36 of video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOsSs9ExdHY
19) To keep this all hush hush, they have been compromising and bribing people
all over the place to assist them in either covering it up, or helping them
carrying it out in one way or another. As this criminal gang have expanded
over the years, the trail of death and destruction has become more and more
blatant and horrific, culminating with the mass murders at Grenfell Tower.
20) This evil has now become woven entrenched into the very fabric of British
culture and society. There is an obvious attempt to normalize it and make it
fair seeming. These ringleaders are openly brazenly glorifying their own
horrific pre scripted crimes, then selling it back to the global public as
entertainment.
THE OPEN SECRET TRUTH BEHIND CRIMES AT GRENFELL TOWER
21) Basically, we are dealing with a situation whereby the crime syndicate
ringleaders are targeting random innocent people, who for the most part, don’t
even know they have become targeted. They are doing this to ordinary
everyday people just like Seven and the people living inside Grenfell Tower.
Because they have also infiltrated the social housing sector they have direct
access to get to people in their living spaces.
22) What is even more disturbing, is that they are actually pre-scripting these
horrific predatory real life crimes in advance, before carrying them out on the
people. These real events are being turned into plotlines for TV shows and big
budget Hollywood movies. This is what is factually behind the Grenfell fire
mass murders.
23) For all the people who are benefiting, living luxuriously from the steady flow of
wealth off the backs our endless suffering and misery, we imagine it’s all very
wonderful. But for us on the receiving end of this evil its intolerable and
therefore, we will continue to do everything in our power to stop it
24) Because Seven’s case has become well known and documented
internationally, other targeted victims have made contact from all around the
world, who are desperate for help because they too are also suffering.
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IMPORTANT FACTS ABOUT THE RINGLEADERS TARGETING OPERATION
25) It is estimated that there is approx between 5 and 20 million people being
targeted now worldwide. We are not sure of the exact figure but know the
numbers are very high because this criminal operation is being run globally on
an industrial scale. The amount of stolen monies now being generated by this
crime ring is in excess of hundreds of Trillions. They are the largest most evil
crime syndicate in the world. Consequently, they have been able to usurp
every public office and official department.
26) They terrorize and intimidate people to do their evil bidding, then obstruct
justice to ensure that court cases against them are illegally removed from the
court lists and the ones like ours which are won, whereby they know they owe
victims a large settlement payout, are covered up with lies and forged falsified
altered court judgements and other illegal documentation. Then they move in
a massive military scale covert surveillance operation around the victim’s
home and bombard us with non-stop psychological warfare and domestic
terrorism 24/7 day after day, week after week and year after year.
27) When we try to expose crimes to the police or even the public, they employ a
host of trolls and hired agents to engage in a ferocious smear campaign to try
to make genuine long suffering victims look like liars.
28) Consequently, we could see that a crime like Grenfell was on the horizon and
destined to happen if the ringleaders were not stopped. That’s why many of
us have been campaigning to shut this crime ring down for years. Click video
link to watch the urgent call to action video just below you will notice they
distorted the sound and vision to stop Seven speaking the truth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YmYVIyPMet0
THE RINGLEADERS CORRUPTION & INFILTRACTION OF JUDICIAL SYSTEMS
TO PERVERT JUSTICE AND PREVENT ARRESTS AND PROSECUTIONS
29) There is no justice in the UK because these criminals, many of whom are
posing as professionals, executives, media moguls, solicitors, lawyers,
barristers and QC’s have now infiltrated the entire judiciary and are silencing
police from taking any action to assist victims.
30) After the ringleaders lost our case, they fabricated and reversed the real
official Judgement to conceal the fact that they owed us a colossal amount of
money and were exposed as guilty. To read court documents go to link The
Appendence’s’ or Go to index contents page 2 to see exhibits of evidence in
The Main/Final Report www.thefarrellreport.net
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NAMES /COURT CASE REFERENCE NUMBERS FROM CASE WON AGAINST
THE SEVENGATE RINGLEDERS IS AS FOLLOWS; HC04C02565 / A3/2005/2301
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Christopher Gossage
Russells Media law firm
Richard J Hannah
Clarion/NTL (Now Virgin media)
Helen Alexander (Now Dame Helen Alexander
Jim Manson
SMG Scottish Media Groups (Now STV Scottish TV
Tamsin Allen & Geoffrey Bindman & Partners
Derek Rosenblatt Ronald Fletcher and Co.
Christopher Vaughan Sycris Films

SOME BACKGROUND EVIDENCE REGARDING: OUR CASE AGAINST THE
SEVENGATE RINGLEADERS LINKED TO GRENFELL TOWER FIRE
31) Please watch from 1:52 time of video to see evidence about the ringleaders
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OOsSs9ExdHY.
32) These ringleaders all knew we had tons of evidence against them and also
14 credible professional witnesses who had provided statements backed up
by prima facie evidence too, which proved 10000% that everything we had
stated was the truth, so they knew they couldn’t legally or lawfully defend the
case or justify committing such wretched crimes against humanity. So we
were awarded default Judgement straight away. They were ordered to pay up
in a settlement to pay back for everything thing they had stolen from Seven
we claimed for additional aggravated and exemplary damages besides other
damages that are listed in the claim.
33) All that was then required, was for them to provide the court with disclosure of
an account of profits made from the thefts and global racketeering operations
using Seven’s stolen Intellectual Property. But they refused to comply, and
instead, we were sent death threats and a nonstop campaign of domestic
terror as a means to try get rid of Seven and the case altogether.
34) The Judge saw the truth of the horrors going on, because the evidence
against them is overwhelming, so had ruled Seven’s favour and had ordered a
full criminal trial to begin 2007 whereby the ringleaders were naturally facing
long prison sentences. They knew the truth about their terrorist crime ring and
international racketeering activities was going to be made public, so they went
over and beyond to stop the truth from getting out.
35) Short version courtroom audios from case won against the SevenGate /
Grenfell Tower Fire ringleaders
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KzCfmx1WZfw
36) Longer version of courtroom audio with lots of additional evidence
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t0ZHxxIbfF4
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CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS MEANT TO GO TO PRISON IN 2007 AFTER
LOSING CIVIL COURT CASE ‘SEVEN VERSUS GOSSAGE & NINE OTHERS’
37) In 2007, the year the criminal trial was set to begin, we were told that the
Judge named Pumfrey was suddenly dead, and from then on the case was
totally covered up and their campaign of domestic terror went into overdrive
This is why Seven has remained on the horrific targeting, gang stalking
domestic terror program ever since.
38) We took the case before Chadwick LJ twice because they used bribery and
corruption to illegally get the case removed from the court listings, while they
tried to murder Seven and did murder others at the same time. Explained in
detail either in the Farrell report or the interview series with Judge Allred
Webre links added further on below.
OUR ORDEAL WITH THE RINGLEADERS DURING THE 7/7 ATTACKS 2005
39) All hell broke loose for us during the London 7/7 bombings 2005 and shooting
of the Brazilian man Jean-Charles, who coincidently has Seven’s same family
name John-Charles. The evidence shows that those terror attacks where 52
people were also murdered, was also orchestrated by the very same
SevenGate crime syndicate. They were trying to murder Seven back them
too, so she had to go into hiding for three months, until she was smuggled to
Notting Hill gate station by cousin Roni and from then on we were able to
resume the case. You will hear the Judge reference all this in the courtroom
audios and state that he knew what Seven and all of us who were witnesses
was saying was the truth. We are not liars. The ringleaders are. View
evidence on pages 84-88 and 154 of The Main /The Final Report.
www.thefarrellreport.net Also check the index on contents page 2 to view
more specific exhibits of evidence.
OUR MAJOR COURT VICTORY AGAINST THE RINGLEADERS AFTER SEVEN
GOT OUT OF HIDING IN 2005
40) First Chadwick LJ and Sir Peter ruled in our favour and placed the case back
on the court lists, after it had been illegally removed by Blackburne J, which is
when the case was later heard by Judge Pumfrey who also ruled in our
favour. Judge Warren was the one who released the courtroom audios to us
in 2008, on the Order made by Chadwick LJ because Judge Pumfrey had
suddenly died.
41) In 2008, just one day before the credit crunch crash was publically
announced, the crime ring got a corrupt Judge named Lawrence-Collins to
criminally and illegally block our court room audios from being heard. He
blocked courtroom audios that he ‘knew’ had been ordered by Chadwick LJ
and had been released by Judge Warren. Lawrence-Collins to protect the
crime syndicate ringleaders and stop them from going to prison.
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42) After perverting the course of justice so blatantly, illegally and criminally by
deliberately refusing to honour the Orders made by two senior Judges before
him, Lawrence-Collins was immediately reported to the police. What he did
was a humongous crime of massive proportions which has directly contributed
to further atrocities and deaths of countless more innocent people at the
hands of the crime syndicate ringleaders, including the hundreds residents at
Grenfell Tower. This is why we have no trust in the system now. After all we
have been put through it is impossible to do so.
NAMES & CRIMES OF KEY HIDDEN RINGLEADERS IN DEEP STATE
TERRORIST SEVENGATE CRIME SYNDICATE ARE AS FOLLOWS;
1) For further assistance, you will find the report linked below by a University
Professor about the very same crime syndicate ringleaders in our case. The
professor was not aware of our case at the time of recording this video, but
you will see firsthand the scale of the mafia running’s that these criminal
ringleaders are actually involved in. This is also proof that it is not only us who
have been exposing them, others around the world who are equally sick of
their evil abuses are exposing them too
2) Please watch from 8:42 on video time clock
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlnOMyaejJQ&t=522s
CHRISTOPHER GOSSAGE- KEY SEVENGATE TERRORIST CRIME SYNDICATE
RINGLEADER FROM RUSSELLS MEDIA LAW FIRM MAFIA GROUP
1) Christopher Gossage – is a con man who has ran his high level organised
crimes from the corrupt Russell’s Media Law firm- View pages 21-24- 50-57
The Main Report / The Final Report. www.thefarrellreport.net
2) Lost case was found guilty in ‘Seven versus Gossage and Nine Others’.
3) For 14 years has been using domestic terrorism psychological torture,
intimidation, defamatory false smear campaigns and attempted murder to still
criminally, illegally, unlawfully withhold, misuse and abuse stolen owed lawful
entitlements and the case settlement monies
4) Involved in Mafia running’s using foul play with menaces to evade criminal
convictions,
liability
and
accountability
for
his
Breaches
of
Contract, Confidence, Breaches of Public Trust and Malfeasance. He and his
crime syndicate gang are also involved in high level judicial corruption to
pervert the cause of justice.
5) For 14 years has been continuously systematically stealing Seven’s
Intellectual property, innovations and inventions with the other SevenGate
crime syndicate ringleaders Richard J Hannah, Virgin Media, Helen
Alexander, Jim Manson, STV, Tony/David English Russells, Tamsin Allen,
Geoffrey Bindman, Bindman & Partners, Derek Rosenblatt and a host of other
criminal terrorists plagiarising Seven’s innovations for frenzied illegal
racketeering deals globally.
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6) Involved in running covert targeting/ gang stalking operations in the
social/public & private housing sector, using domestic terrorism to set up his
unsuspecting clients, to rob, torture, terrorize, defraud and attempt to murder/
murder targeted victims. (note many other victims like Seven have also been
targeted for years without relief)
7) For 14 years has been targeting, gang stalking, terrorizing and attempting to
murder Seven via the infiltration, bribery and corruption of staff at the Genesis
housing Group, and other private housing management companies to
terrorize Seven using illegal surveillance
8) Involved in Industrial scale organised IP crime, other forms of organised crime
and International racketeering using targeted victims stolen intellectual
property, designs, innovations, and inventions
9) Involved in covert industrial scale international slave trading
10) Involved in gross abuse of military program ‘Operation Mockingbird’ misuse of
Mainstream Media TV Productions, Associated TV Networks and the
Entertainment Industry to pre script, pre advertise, and promote staging false
flag terrorism, his own horrific real life crimes and other Sadistic, Satanic,
Sinister ritualistic horrific crimes against humanity.
RUSSELLS MEDIA LAW FIRM - KEY SEVENGATE CRIME SYNDICATE
RINGLEADERS TONY ENGLISH
1) Tony English is a con man who has possibly changed his name to David
English to conceal his real identity after being found guilty in the court case- is
senior partner at Russells Media Mafia law firm in London.-acting as deep
state usurper- View pages 21-24 50-57 The Main Report / The Final Report.
www.thefarrellreport.net
2) Lost case was found guilty in ‘Seven versus Gossage and Nine Others’.
3) For 14 years has been using domestic terrorism, psychological torture,
intimidation, defamatory false smear campaigns and attempted murder to still
criminally, illegally, unlawfully withhold, misuse and abuse stolen owed lawful
entitlements and the case settlement monies
1) Russells Group are a notorious very well known extremely evil mafia cartel
who have taken over the entire Judiciary
2) Involved in Mafia running’s using foul play with menaces to evade criminal
convictions, liability and accountability for their Breaches of contracts,
confidence, Breaches of public trust Malfeasance, and are heavily involved in
orchestrating high level judicial corruption.
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3) For 14 years has been continuously systematically stealing Seven’s
Intellectual property, innovations and inventions with the other SevenGate
crime syndicate ringleaders Richard J Hannah, Virgin Media, Helen
Alexander, Jim Manson, STV, Christopher Gossage, Tamsin Allen, Geoffrey
Bindman, Derek Rosenblatt and a host of other criminal terrorists and
plagiarising it for frenzied illegal racketeering deals globally.
4) Involved in covert targeting/ gang stalking operations in the social/public &
private housing sector, using domestic terrorism to set up unsuspecting
clients to defraud, rob, torture, terrorize, attempt to murder and murder
illegally surveillance of his targeted victims
5) For 14 years has been targeting, gang stalking, terrorizing and attempting to
murder Seven via the infiltration, bribery and corruption of staff at the
Genesis housing Group, and other private housing management companies
to terrorize her into submission
6) Involved in covert illegal surveillance, illegal wire tapping computer hacking
and industrial scale espionage for data theft and Industrial scale Organised IP
crime and Industrial scale organised crime in general (It was this same crime
ring behind the London Hacking Scandal 2010)
7) Involved in international racketeering operations, covert slave trading,
domestic terrorism and other hideous satanic ritualistic sadistic and very
sinister horrific crimes against humanity.
8) Involved in gross abuse of military program ‘Operation Mockingbird’ misuse of
Mainstream Media TV Productions, Associated TV Networks and the
Entertainment Industry to pre script, pre advertise, and promote staging false
flag terrorism, his own horrific real life crimes and other Sadistic, Satanic,
Sinister ritualistic horrific crimes against humanity..
RICHARD J HANNAH - KEY SEVENGATE CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADER1) Richard J Hannah – aka Mad ‘Max’imus- is a con man and Identity fraudster
known for using a stolen Lordship title, has military connections, is acting as a
deep state usurper View pages 24-28- 58-60 The Main Report /The Final
Report www.thefarrellreport.net
2) Lost case was found guilty in ‘Seven versus Gossage and Nine Others’.
3) For 14 years has been using domestic terrorism psychological torture,
intimidation, defamatory deceitful malicious smear campaigns, threats to kill
and attempted murder to still criminally, illegally, unlawfully withhold, misuse
and abuse stolen owed lawful entitlements and the case settlement monies
4) Involved in Mafia running’s using foul play with menaces to evade criminal
convictions, liability and accountability.
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5) Emailed his command for his crime ring members to ‘Unleash Sales ‘Hell’ to
commit ‘Murder’ with ‘Vengeance’ on Seven and other innocent members of
the mass global general public6) For 14 years has been continuously systematically stealing Seven’s
Intellectual property, innovations and inventions with the other SevenGate
crime syndicate ringleaders Virgin Media, Helen Alexander, Jim Manson,
STV, Christopher Gossage, Tony/David English Russells, Tamsin Allen,
Geoffrey Bindman, Derek Rosenblatt and a host of other criminal terrorists
and plagiarising it for frenzied illegal racketeering deals globally.
7) For 14 years has been targeting, gang stalking, terrorizing and attempting to
murder Seven via the infiltration, bribery and corruption of staff at the Genesis
housing Group, and other private housing management companies to
terrorize her into submission
8) Involved running covert targeting/ gangs talking operations in the
social/public/ private housing sector, and illegal surveillance, psychological
warfare and psychological torture of the targeted victims, stealing other
people’s identities and entire lives to fund a industrial covert slave trade,
specially to fulfil his sworn agenda of committing mass murder to take out his
vengeance on innocent people in the global public.
9) Involved in – Setting up people to steal their valuable lucrative IP for elaborate
Industrial scale organised IP crime, Computer Hacking for Data theft,
Industrial espionage and organised crime in general for International
racketeering operations,
10) Involved in covert slave trading, domestic terrorism and staging false flag
terrorism.
11) Involved in gross abuse of military program ‘Operation Mockingbird’ misuse of
Mainstream Media TV Productions, Associated TV Networks and the
Entertainment Industry to pre script, pre advertise, and promote staging false
flag terrorism, his own horrific real life crimes and other Sadistic, Satanic,
Sinister ritualistic horrific crimes against humanity.
CLARION- FORMELY NTL/ NOW VIRGIN MEDIA- KEY SEVENGATE CRIME
SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS
1) Clarion - NTL, now rebranded as ‘Virgin Media’ after losing my court case with
con man Richard J Hannah View pages 58-60 65-67 The Main Report/ The
Final Report www.thefarrellreport.net
2) Lost case was found guilty in ‘Seven versus Gossage and Nine Others’.
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3) For 14 years has been using domestic terrorism, psychological torture,
intimidation, defamatory deceitful malicious smear campaigns, threats to kill
and attempted murder to still criminally, illegally, unlawfully withhold, misuse
and abuse stolen owed lawful entitlements and the case settlement monies
4) Involved in Mafia running’s using foul play with menaces to evade criminal
convictions, liability and accountability
5) For 14 years has been continuously systematically stealing Seven’s
Intellectual property, innovations and inventions with the other SevenGate
crime syndicate ringleaders Richard J Hannah, Helen Alexander, Jim
Manson, STV, Christopher Gossage, Tony/David English Russells, Tamsin
Allen, Geoffrey Bindman, Derek Rosenblatt and a host of other criminal
terrorists and plagiarising it for frenzied illegal racketeering deals globally.
6) Involved in concealing proceeds of industrial scale organised IP crime, data
theft, Espionage,
7) International racketeering, covert targeting /gang stalking operations in
social/public/private housing sector, using domestic terrorism, illegal
surveillance to terrorize, psychologically torture and attempt to murder/murder
targeted victims.

8) For 14 years has been targeting, gang stalking, terrorizing and attempting to
murder Seven via the infiltration, bribery and corruption of staff at the Genesis
housing Group, and other private housing management companies to
terrorize her into submission
9) Involved in abuse of telecommunications systems and networks which are
being perversely used for industrial scale computer hacking and phone wire
tapping for data theft/organised IP crime/industrial espionage,
10) Involved in covert slave trading, domestic terrorism and staging false flag
terrorism
11) Involved in gross abuse of military program ‘Operation Mockingbird’ misuse of
Mainstream Media TV Productions, Associated TV Networks and the
Entertainment Industry to pre script, pre advertise, and promote staging false
flag terrorism, his own horrific real life crimes and other Sadistic, Satanic,
Sinister ritualistic horrific crimes against humanity
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DAME HELEN
RINGLEADER

ALEXANDER-

KEY

SEVENGATE

CRIME

SYNDICATE

1) Helen Alexander Now ‘Dame’ Helen Alexander- is a con woman -Identity
fraud – deep state usurper- View pages 28-34 61 The Main Report The Final
Report www.thefarrellreport.net
2) Installed as a ‘Dame’ and the ‘Seventh’ chancellor at Southampton University
on the basis of fraud and deception- operating horrific crimes against
humanity from Intelligence units and agencies3) Chief president of Britain’s Trading ‘Bodies’ Head of Economist Empire- Has
infiltrated and taken over the entire Mainstream media, Hollywood ,the Art and
Publishing world, Rolls Royce, BT Telecommunications4) Lost case was found guilty in case ‘Seven versus Gossage and Nine
Others’. For 14 years has been using domestic terrorism, psychological
torture, intimidation, defamatory deceitful malicious smear campaigns, threats
to kill and attempted murder to still criminally, illegally, unlawfully withhold,
misuse and abuse stolen owed lawful entitlements and the case settlement
monies
5) Changed her career biography and Identity to conceal being found guilty in
the court case ‘Seven versus Gossage and Nine Others’.
6) Has concealed working as Head of Factual Broadcasting at BBC and formerly
Scottish Media Groups (SMG) now Scottish TV (STV) to evade criminal
convictions, liability and accountability and High level Judicial Corruption.
7) Involved in Mafia running’s using foul play with menaces to conceal evidence
of thefts by deception, data theft, organised IP crime, hacking, wire tapping
8) For 14 years has been continuously systematically stealing Seven’s
Intellectual property, innovations and inventions with the other SevenGate
crime syndicate ringleaders Richard J Hannah, Virgin Media, Jim Manson,
STV, Christopher Gossage, Tony/David English Russells, Tamsin Allen,
Geoffrey Bindman, Derek Rosenblatt and a host of other criminal terrorists
and plagiarising it for frenzied illegal racketeering deals globally.
9) Involved in stealing other creative peoples creative works and entire lives
using industrial espionage and international frauds to run a covert slave
trade,
10) Involved in running covert targeting/ gang stalking operations in the
social/public housing sector, illegal Surveillance and torture of the targeted
victim
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11) For 14 years has been targeting, gang stalking, terrorizing and attempting to
murder Seven via the infiltration, bribery and corruption of staff at the
Genesis housing Group, and other private housing management companies
to terrorize her into submission
11) Involved in Industrial scale organised IP crime and other forms Organised
Crime international global racketeering,
12) Involved in covert slave trading, domestic terrorism, staging false flag
terrorism,
13) Has taken over entire mainstream media and Entertainment industry with
Rupert Murdoch using stolen monies from global racketeering operations
14) Involved in gross abuse of military program ‘Operation Mockingbird’ misuse of
Mainstream Media TV Productions, Associated TV Networks and the
Entertainment Industry to pre script, pre advertise, and promote staging false
flag terrorism, his own horrific real life crimes and other Sadistic, Satanic,
Sinister ritualistic horrific crimes against humanity.
JIM MANSON- KEY SEVENGATE CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADER1) Jim Manson – was operating
Scottish Media Groups (SMG)
conceal proceeds of industrial
View pages 28-34
62 and
www.thefarrellreport.net

crimes with Helen Alexander at Formerly
name later changed to Scottish TV (STV) to
scale organised IP crime and racketeering
80 The Main Report /The Final Report

2) Lost case was found guilty in ‘Seven versus Gossage and Nine Others’.
3) For 14 years has been using domestic terrorism, psychological torture,
intimidation, defamatory deceitful malicious smear campaigns, threats to kill
and attempted murder to still criminally, illegally, unlawfully withhold, misuse
and abuse stolen owed lawful entitlements and the case settlement monies
4) Involved in International frauds, Mafia running's with other ringleaders5) For 14 years has been continuously systematically stealing Seven’s
Intellectual property, innovations and inventions with the other SevenGate
crime syndicate ringleaders Richard J Hannah, Virgin Media, Helen
Alexander, STV, Christopher Gossage, Tony/David English Russells, Tamsin
Allen, Geoffrey Bindman, Derek Rosenblatt and a host of other criminal
terrorists and plagiarising it for frenzied illegal racketeering deals globally.
6) Involved in covert targeting/ gangs talking operations in the social/public
housing sector, using domestic terrorism to target, rob, torture and terrorize
victims
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12) For 14 years has been targeting, gang stalking, terrorizing and attempting to
murder Seven via the infiltration, bribery and corruption of staff at the
Genesis housing Group, and other private housing management companies
to terrorize her into submission
7) Involved in illegal surveillance and torture of the victim they have targeted.
Stealing creative peoples works and entire lives as a form of slavery
8) Involved in industrial scale organised IP crime industrial espionage for data
theft, hacking phone wire tapping, covert illegal surveillance international
racketeering,
9) Involved in covert slave trading, domestic terrorism and staging domestic
terrorism
10) Involved in gross abuse of military program ‘Operation Mockingbird’ misuse of
Mainstream Media TV Productions, Associated TV Networks and the
Entertainment Industry to pre script, pre advertise, and promote staging false
flag terrorism and her own horrific real life crimes and other Sadistic, Satanic,
Sinister ritualistic horrific crimes against humanity.
SCOTTISH TV (STV) FORMALLY SCOTTISH MEDIA GROUPS (SMG) - KEY
SEVENGATE CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS
1) Scottish TV (STV) Formally Scottish Media Groups affiliated with the ITV
network. Rebranded and changed name to Scottish TV after losing the court
case to conceal proceeds of crime, -acting as deep state usurpers- View
pages 28-34 -61 The Main Report/The Final Report www.thefarrellreport.net
2) Lost case was found guilty in case ‘Seven versus Gossage and Nine Others’.
For 14 years has been using domestic terrorism, psychological torture,
intimidation, defamatory deceitful malicious smear campaigns, threats to kill
and attempted murder to still criminally, illegally, unlawfully withhold, misuse
and abuse stolen owed lawful entitlements and the case settlement monies
3) Involved in mafia running covert targeting/ gangs talking operations in
social/public sector, involved in torturing the victim they had targeted
4) For 14 years has been continuously systematically stealing Seven’s
Intellectual property, innovations and inventions with the other SevenGate
crime syndicate ringleaders Richard J Hannah, Virgin Media, Helen
Alexander, Jim Manson, Christopher Gossage, Tony/David English Russells,
Tamsin Allen, Geoffrey Bindman, Derek Rosenblatt and a host of other
criminal terrorists and plagiarising it for frenzied illegal racketeering deals
globally.
5) Involved in industrial scale organised IP crime, international racketeering,
Hacking, data theft. Wire tapping, stealing other creative peoples works and
entire lives for racketeering
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6) Involved in covert slave trading, domestic terrorism Caught staging false flag
Terrorism at Glasgow Airport and framing innocent Muslims for a Terror
Attack he staged himself with his crime ring.
7) For 14 years has been targeting, gang stalking, terrorizing and attempting to
murder Seven via the infiltration, bribery and corruption of staff at the
Genesis housing Group, and other private housing management companies
to terrorize her
8) Involved in gross abuse of military program ‘Operation Mockingbird’ misuse of
Mainstream Media TV Productions, Associated TV Networks and the
Entertainment Industry to pre script, pre advertise, and promote staging false
flag terrorism, his own horrific real life crimes and other Sadistic, Satanic,
Sinister ritualistic horrific crimes against humanity.
TAMSIN ALLEN, & GEOFREY BINDMAN OF BINDMAN & PARTNERS- KEY
SEVENGATE CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS 1) Tamsin Allen & Geoffrey Bindman are partners of Bindman and Partners
Media Law Firm in London- are two con’s posing as lawyers – acting as deep
state usurpers View pages 35-37 -63 -64- 68 and 81-82 The Main Report /The
Final Report www.thefarrellreport.net
2) Lost case was found guilty in ‘Seven versus Gossage and Nine Others’.
3) For 14 years has been using domestic terrorism, psychological torture,
intimidation, defamatory deceitful malicious smear campaigns, threats to kill
and attempted murder to still criminally, illegally, unlawfully withhold, misuse
and abuse stolen owed lawful entitlements and the case settlement monies
11) Involved in Mafia running’s using foul play with menaces to evade criminal
convictions, liability and accountability for his Breaches of Contract,
Confidence and Breaches of Public trust also involved in high level Judicial
corruption.
12) For 14 years has been continuously systematically stealing Seven’s
Intellectual property, innovations and inventions with the other SevenGate
crime syndicate ringleaders Richard J Hannah, Virgin Media, Helen
Alexander, Jim Manson, STV, Christopher Gossage, Tony/David English
Russells, Tamsin Allen, Geoffrey Bindman, Derek Rosenblatt and a host of
other criminal terrorists and plagiarising it for frenzied illegal racketeering
deals globally.
13) Involved in covert targeting/ gangs talking operations using domestic terror
against innocent targeted victims in the social/public & private sector, to
psychologically torture, terrorize and attempt to murder/ murder innocent
people.
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13) For 14 years has been targeting, gang stalking, terrorizing and attempting to
murder Seven via the infiltration, bribery and corruption of staff at the
Genesis housing Group, and other private housing management companies
to terrorize her into submission
14) Involved in thefts by deception, setting up clients to steal defraud and attempt
to murder / mass murder victims to collect monies from other peoples
valuable stolen IP to profiteer and enrich themselves from industrial scale
organised IP crime, international racketeering, Illegal computer hacking, data
theft and Wire tapping operations,
15) Involved in hijacking the Leveson Inquiry and other cases whereby there are
Public Inquiries into large scale crimes to prevent detection of their horrific
satanic terrorist crime ring,
16) Involving in intimidation and abuse of victims, to shut down all investigations
and block all legitimate cases with merit against themselves and crime ring
members and block criminal investigations, arrests and prosecutions
17) Involved in covert slave trading, domestic terrorism and staging of false flag
terrorism, it has also been disturbingly reported that they are committing
horrific satanic ritualistic crimes against minors in their London Kings Cross
offices after hours
18) Involved in gross abuse of military program ‘Operation Mockingbird’ misuse of
Mainstream Media TV Productions, Associated TV Networks and the
Entertainment Industry to pre script, pre advertise, and promote staging false
flag terrorism and their own horrific real life crimes and other Sadistic, Satanic,
Sinister ritualistic horrific crimes against humanity.

DEREK ROSENBLATT KEY SEVENGATE CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADER1) Derek Rosenblatt ran organised IP crime operations from Ronald Fletcher and
co London. Is a con man – acting as deep state usurper View pages 38-39
69-70 The Main Report / The Final Report www.thefarrellreport.net
2) Lost case was found guilty in case ‘Seven versus Gossage and Nine Others’.
For 14 years has been using domestic terrorism, psychological torture,
intimidation, defamatory deceitful malicious smear campaigns, threats to kill
and attempted murder to still criminally, illegally, unlawfully withhold, misuse
and abuse stolen owed lawful entitlements and the case settlement monies
3) Involved in Mafia running’s using foul play with menaces to evade criminal
convictions, liability and accountability for his Breaches of Contract,
Confidence and Breaches of Public trust also involved in high level Judicial
corruption
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4) Involved in mafia running covert targeting/ gangs talking operations in
social/public & private sector
5) For 14 years has been continuously systematically stealing Seven’s
Intellectual property, innovations and inventions with the other SevenGate
crime syndicate ringleaders Richard J Hannah, Virgin Media, Helen
Alexander, Jim Manson, STV, Christopher Gossage, Tony/David English
Russells, Tamsin Allen Geoffrey Bindman and a host of other criminal
terrorists and plagiarising it for frenzied illegal racketeering deals globally.
6) Involved in setting up clients, thefts by deception to steal valuable IP to
profiteer to enrich himself from industrial scale organised IP crime, organised
crime in general and international racketeering
7) Involved in covert slave trading and domestic terrorism
8) Involved in gross abuse of military program ‘Operation Mockingbird’ misuse of
Mainstream Media TV Productions, Associated TV Networks and the
Entertainment Industry to pre script, pre advertise, and promote staging false
flag terrorism and his own horrific real life crimes and other Sadistic, Satanic,
Sinister ritualistic horrific crimes against humanity.
THOSE WHO COVER UP CRIMES FOR KEY MAIN CRIME RINGLEADERS
1) The following people named are involved in covering up the horrific crimes for
the Key SevenGate ringleaders to obstruct justice, arrests, prosecutions
prison, using intimidation, obstruction of Justice, perverting the course of
justice and foul play, including sinister forms menaces to obstruct
prosecutions:
2) Blackburne J- illegally, criminally and unlawfully totally removed our case from
the court lists without any rights to do so, to assist the SevenGate ringleaders,
and stop us gaining our settlement ‘after’ we already had default Judgement.
View on page 113 The Main / The Final Report www.thefarrellreport.net
3) He also refused to provide injunctions to protect Seven’s or any witnesses
safety and told lies to conceal his actions. His actions were over turned and
set aside by Chadwick and Sir Peter Gibson. View page 92 The Main / The
Final Report. www.thefarrellreport.net
4) Charles Russell’s (Russell's Mafia Group)- sent veiled death threats to
intimidate and steal Seven’s wealth and obstruct proceedings for members of
the crime ring. View evidence on page 65 of The Main/ The final Report
www.thefarrellreport.net
5) Goodman Derek Law firm - used lies/perjury, deceit fraud and judicial
obstructions and corruption with con man Brian Nicholson to help forge
fabricate and alter the real court verdict, to steal Seven’s wealth and pervert
the course of Justice on behalf of the crime ring. Page 93-100
www.thefarrellreport.net
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6) Brian Nicholson - used lies perjury, fraud, Judicial Obstructions and corruption
to forge and fabricate and alter official court rulings to steal Seven’s wealth
and prevent prosecutions and prison sentences on behalf of the crime ring.
After his crimes were reported to the Bar Council offices in Holborn London,
their offices were burgled and our files with proof of what he had done were all
stolen. View evidence on pages 93-100 www.thefarrellreport.net
7) Lawrence-Collins - used lies to pervert the course of Justice on behalf of the
crime ring to steal Seven’s wealth and prevent prosecutions and prison
sentences of the crime ring. He went as far as stopping people from hearing
Seven's court room audios proving that she had won her case, ‘after’ two
previous senior court Judges had specifically ordered and released the audios
so that the audios would be heard to prove that we won the case.. View page
108 The Main / Final Report. www.thefarrellreport.net
CAUSAL LINKAGES OF KEY SEVENGATE CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS
TO GRENFELL TOWER INFERNO
CAUSAL LINK – RICHARD J HANNAH KEY SEVENGATE RINGLEADER- LINK
TO GRENFELL TOWER
1) This next series of causal links is regarding the Key SevenGate crime
syndicate ringleader Richard J Hannah based on;
a) Direct events leading up to the Grenfell Tower Fire
b) The perverse use of the Military program ‘Operation Mocking Bird’ the
gross misuse of TV shows, Hollywood Movies scripts, TV plot lines and
publications to embed messages of their real life crimes that he and his
crime syndicate ringleaders had plotted to carry out with military expertise
and precision at Grenfell.
c) Richard J Hannah’s known perverse use of a stolen British Lords Identity
to carry out horrific crimes against humanity,
d) The new Hollywood Movie’ called ‘Dark Tower’, featuring a lead character
named ‘Lord Grenfell’
e) The eerie sinister Interview with the real life ‘Lord Grenfell’ published on
the very same night 13th June 2017 that the Grenfell fire was started, of
whom just happens to be directly connected to the very same Associated
TV networks involved in the SevenGate crime syndicate ringleaders case,
whose family the Grenfell Tower Block and Grenfell Road was directly
named after. View at time 1:47:41 of the video to see evidence
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huI6xeJrm9I
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f) Richard J Hannah’s expressed a vow to ‘Unleash Hell’ ‘Murder’ and
‘Vengeance’ upon the mass public, and this insane man has been
carrying out is evil with the SevenGate ringleaders ever since. To view
exhibit of Richard J Hannah email go to page 66 of The Main / Final
Report www.thefarrellreport.net
CAUSAL LINK- RICHARD J HANNAH - DIRECT EVENTS LEADING UP TO THE
GRENFELL TOWER FIRE
1) Before we start to connect the causal link dots, here is some very critical
background details about significant events leading up to Grenfell fire- As you
will have seen if you watched the SevenGate live interview ‘emergency urgent
public call to action’ video, which was to mobilize global support to shut down
the SevenGate crime ring which was broadcasted live on 31st May 2017, Seven
had been campaigning globally day and night, speaking to people around the
world about shutting down the crime syndicate ringleaders down for good.
2) Out of the blue, she received a message from Judge Alfred Webre informing her
that key SevenGate ringleader Richard J Hannah had left a comment on Alfred’s
‘News Inside Out’ public forum basically calling Seven a liar obviously panicking
that his vile crime syndicate had been rumbled and that people around the world
were mobilizing to shut them down..
3) This evil man had the bare face cheek to call Seven a liar, knowing full well he
has targeted, robbed and been brutally terrorizing and gang stalking her every
day for the last 14 years, to collect all the profits from her stolen intellectual
property for himself and his crime ring with no let up.. In addition to that, knowing
full well he and his evil gang have terrorized and murdered their way around the
world using Seven’s stolen innovations as a resource of revenue to expand their
global operations.
4) Seeing that people around the world were joining forces to help shut them down,
he tried to smear Seven as a liar again (this tactic is nothing new). So Seven
responded in no uncertain terms and had posted the courtroom audios with
other evidence exposing them all again on Alfred Webre’s News Inside Out
public forum. Then literally, the following day, there were press reports about
another ‘staged’ terrorist attack, this time at London bridge which stated;
5) ‘Seven was Killed http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk40146916?ns_mchannel=social&ns_campaign=bbc_breaking&ns_source=twitte
r&ns_linkname=news_central
6) People knew straight away it was the knee jerk reaction of Richard J Hannah.
This is something they had always done every time they saw they were being
widely exposed, so it was no surprise to any of us. See evidence of events here:
Charles Seven issues emergency call to action against SevenGate international
Satanic False Flag crime ring
By Alfred Lambremont Webre
https://newsinsideout.com/2017/06/charles-seven-issues-emergency-call-actionsevengate-international-satanic-false-flag-crime-ring/
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7) People in the know contacted Seven from all around the world, knowing that it
was the evil Richard J Hannah who was behind what took place at London
Bridge too. It was just too blatant to even try to disguise it everyone knew it was
Mad Max up to his evil tricks again.
‘OPERATION MOCKINGBIRD’ PLOT TO CARRY OUT ‘ACT OF EVIL’ SEEN ON
BBC WEBSITE TWO DAYS BEFORE GRENFELL TOWER INFERNO
8) Causal Link 1- On 12th June 2017, Seven stumbled upon a BBC TV plotline,
which stated that ‘Max’ (Richard J Hannah’s alias name), was to carry out ‘his
most evil act yet’ to get rid of Charlie for good. (Seven’s other name). The TV
plotline also used parts of what Hannah had stated in the email about
‘Unleashing Hell Murder and Vengeance on the public. View from 46:18 on
time of video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huI6xeJrm9I
9) Knowing that this crime ring have always used TV shows to ritualistically code
and give prior notice about their upcoming crimes using subliminal messages,
reading this new BBC plotline ‘stating that ‘Max’ (Richard J Hannah )was going
to carry out his most ‘evil act yet’ was a major red flag alert signalling that
something extremely horrific was about to happen.
10) Seven wrote to lots of people to alert them and tried to even get police
intervention but could not. View the causal link evidence of BBC plotline
1:54:57 time of video -https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huI6xeJrm9I
11) Two days later, we saw Grenfell Tower blazing in a massive inferno in the most
evil horrific act of evil imaginable. Then immediately remembered the statement
in the BBC TV plotline 2 days before.
12) During the inferno, BBC even put out a News Report which stated “Grenfell
Tower Inferno was like a Horror Movie” because they knew that’s exactly what
we were all forced to publically witness. It was a vile top secret reality snuff
horror movie https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cMaT5t6wxc
13) Remember this was not a random situation for us at all. We have seen them
use TV productions and Associated TV Networks in this outrageous evil way
time and time again.
THE RINGLEADERS HISTORICAL USE OF ‘OPERATION MOCKING BIRD’
WITHIN TV PLOTLINES WITH CRIMES AGAINST SEVEN AND OTHER VICTIMS
14) There has been a long historical pattern of seeing these disturbing TV plotlines
publicised, and then the identical major terrorist crimes follow in real life shortly
after. These crimes have occurred over and over again over the last 14 years.
They did the same thing directly after they robbed Seven after the meeting
where Helen Alexander, Jim Manson and Richard J Hannah had stolen her
Multimedia platform documents to use them for their global racketeering scams.
15) Basically, we have seen that the real crimes they were factually doing to Seven
had been scripted and turned into TV plotlines too.
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16) We always knew something highly sinister and sadistic was going on, then we
discovered the crime ring have been using a well known military program called
‘Operation Mockingbird.’ Richard J Hannah’s key fellow con ringleader Helen
Alexander is now operating her scams directly from within intelligence agencies
and units, acting as a deep state usurper and they also have a arsenal of TV
production houses and worldwide Associated TV networks to their disposal, so
it’s not hard to figure how they are doing this.
17) In prior earlier years we know Helen Alexander was running her crimes from
within SMG with Jim Manson as can be seen by the evidence giving a phoney
eye witness testimony with his eyes closed for a terrorist attack he had clearly
staged himself with his crime ring members.
18) View Jim Manson caught staging Terrorism to frame innocent Muslims at
Glasgow airport from SMG at time 1:23:27 of video below. Also view Helen
Alexander’ and Jim Manson’s original business cards while they were operating
these domestic terror crimes at the SMG TV network at 1:45:31 time of the video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1_hZXf0eEc
https://medium.com/insurge-intelligence/exclusive-documents-expose-directus-military-intelligence-influence-on-1-800-movies-and-tv-shows36433107c307
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/profiles/291T4CBK9GnRRjJPGbYbhS2/da
me-helen-alexander
SEVENGATE RINGLEADERS AND THEIR REAL LIFE CRIMES SCRIPTED AND
FEATURED ON BBC AS ‘OPERATON MOCKINGBIRD’ TV DRAMAS
19) Causal Link 2- Dark Tower Movie – Before breaking down the evidence in this
causal link section, it is necessary to first give you some context. We recognize
that many people will never have heard about the military program that we will
be referencing before called ‘Operation Mockingbird’, so will be unfamiliar with
the use of this Military program by criminals inside corrupt TV networks to
perpetrate serious crimes either. But we guarantee that once you start paying
attention you will start noticing that this program is being used all of the time
right in front of our faces.
20) So to kick off this causal link section please go to pages 78-79 of The Main
Report /The Final Report at www.thefarrellreport.net
21) Ok. you will hopefully see an advert of a BBC TV production called ‘Hustle The
Con is On’ This is a example of the use of ‘Operation Mocking Bird’, the advert
you are hopefully looking at is a BBC characterization based directly on the real
SevenGate crime syndicate ringleaders; ‘Helen Alexander’, ‘Jim Manson’,
‘Richard J Hannah’, ‘Christopher Gossage’ and ‘Tony/David English’.
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22) On the website for this BBC TV production ‘Hustle The ‘Con’ is On’ first
launched in 2004, we were all shocked to see every crime they had done to set
up Seven in real life, was shockingly featured on this BBC website.
Consequently, we learnt about these criminals perverse use of ‘Operation
Mocking Bird’ and abuse at TV networks the hard way. This particular BBC
production was ‘created to specifically publically ‘mock’ Seven and the rest of us
who went to court to stop these real life abominable crimes they have been
carrying out with impunity over the last 14 years.
23) Another quick example so you will fully understand what these criminals get up
to. While we were launching legal proceedings to stop their global racketeering
scam stealing and selling off Seven’s Intellectual Property, the ringleaders had
also sold Seven’s name and Identity ‘Charlie 7’ to create a Pop Band and had
even brazenly called the album’’ CHASING VICTORY- ‘A NOT SO TRAGIC
COVER UP’
24) View evidence on page 83 of The Main Report www.thefarrellreport.net View
index on contents page 2 to see more evidence of other key exhibits about the
ringleaders.
25) This blatant type of abuse is very typical of what these criminals do to the people
they target. It provides a clear an example of how the ringleaders in this crime
syndicate are perversely using the military program ‘Operation Mockingbird’. The
program involves the brazen, sadistic, in your face pre scripting, pre
broadcasting and pre advertising of horrific real life crimes that these criminals,
are either plotting to carry out, or have already carried out. Before and after
committing atrocities, they leave a trail of sinister clues either in mainstream TV
shows, Movies or publications that are in mass mainstream circulation. That is
how we know when they are behind specific crimes. It is in this key specific area
that we will be examining the evidence and revealing the direct linkages with this
crime ring and the crime at Grenfell Tower.
DARK TOWER MOVIE FEATURED ON FRONT COVER OF ‘COMIC ‘CON’ MAG
1) If we next take a look at the front cover exhibit of a mainstream magazine
published 2016 called ‘Comic ‘Con’ you will see that it was promoting the
coming new movie ‘Dark Tower’ scheduled for UK release August 2017. . Go to
1:35:39 on the time of the video to view and pause ‘Comic con Mag with ‘Dark
Tower movie’ on cover https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huI6xeJrm9I
2) When you examine the magazine’s image and message, we see the feature of
the key word ‘Con’ as was seen expressed within the ‘Hustle The ‘Con’ Is On’.
BBC TV series which was specifically about the SevenGate ringleaders. So this
magazine also featuring the word ‘Con’ was another given clue as to what
message was really being conveyed. It was in fact a direct reference to the usual
suspects, and a direct reference to their next ‘Con’ operation scheduled to be
carried out. Now when we turn our attention to determine what next ‘Con’ they
are talking about and we see the focus is about the Movie ‘Dark Tower’.
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CON THE CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS ARE BRAZENLY PLAYING ON
PUBLIC TO OPENLY BROADCAST MASS MURDERING PEOPLE
3) An important point to bear in mind, is that the original BBC TV series ‘Hustle The
‘Con’ is On’ was created in 2004 specifically to secretly celebrate and glorify
these ringleaders brazen real life daredevil outrageous criminal shenanigans.
4) In the ‘Comic ‘Con’ publication, you will see it was promoting the new coming
Movie called ‘Dark Tower’ using the same ‘Operation Mockingbird’ principles as
was used in the prior aforementioned BBC TV production ‘Hustle’. ‘The ‘Con’ is
On’ because this magazine feature was continuing on from the ‘Con’ Is On’
theme from the BBC TV series production. If you are not aware of the perverse
game these people are playing then you would not see it, but once you start to
connect the dots the penny soon drops.
5) The actual slogan ‘The ‘Con’ is On’ is also a important key significant feature to
pay very close attention to, because it informs us that the ringleaders (who the
original production was about) Con’s /Crimes are in active ongoing and perpetual
motion and process.
6) Now if we take a second to interpret the actual meaning of the word ‘Con’ it
means deception, deceit, basically a lie. So the message they are giving us in
relation to the ringleaders, is that they are ‘deceivers’ and that ‘their deception
is on’, ‘in other words their lies are active’.
7) Ok that’s all pretty clear... so let’s move on. Now remember the key word to focus
on with ‘Operation Mockingbird’ is the word ‘mock’ interpreted means ‘to take
the Mickey out of, or ‘to make fun of’ either something or somebody.
8) So when we look at the magazine stating ‘Comic ‘Con’ featuring the ‘Dark
Tower’ movie, it is informing us that they are taking the Mickey with a big fat lie.
Now when we look to see what the lie is, they are obviously referring to the Movie
‘Dark Tower. Basically they are telling us there is a big fat lie and deception
around the ‘Dark Tower movie.
9) Now if we take a second to interpret the word ‘Comic’ translated it means joker,
comedian, clown, to make laugh, it’s not too far from the word ‘mock’. So the
message being obviously conveyed in this publication is that there is a hilarious
big fat lie regarding the ‘Dark Tower’ movie. But the ‘Dark Tower’ movie is not a
comedy? It is actually a very dark dystopian very sinister movie revolved around
destroying a Tower in order to unleash unbelievable evil into the world, because
the character in the movie, just like Richard J Hannah, is committed to doing evil
with all his heart. So exactly what is there to laugh about here?
10) On the original BBC ‘Hustle The ‘Con’ Is On’ website back in 2004, they had
featured a photograph of the character actor who was playing Richard J Hannah,
sitting at a table, counting mountains of stolen money which the ringleaders had
factually generated from their grand scale global racketeering scams.
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11) They even openly provided a glossary of terms, showing the evil filth these
ringleaders are engaged in behind closed doors in real life.
12) All the crimes they were actively doing to Seven was openly featured on this BBC
website like it was all hilariously funny. This should give you an idea of the
mindset of the people we are dealing with.
SEVENGATE TERRORIST RINGLEADERS ‘SHORT’ CONS AND ‘LONG’ CONS
13) This BBC Hustle TV production website, openly informed us that these
ringleaders either carry out ‘short cons’ / quick scams for fast massive monetary
returns, or they carry out ‘long con’s’ which are much more far reaching,
insidious, diabolical and expansive in nature. Their long ‘con’s’ are designed to
go on forever and provide the ringleaders with a never ending steady constant
flow of revenue for the rest of the person being targeted’s life (as a covert slave),
whom they believe they can also murder at any point at their own mercy and
discretion with complete impunity.
14) For example, a ‘long’ ‘con’ involves randomly selecting a victim or group of
multiple victims from the public to be targeted, such as has been done to Seven
for the last 14 years.
15) They then surround the victim/target’s home and neighbourhood in a full scale
covert military level illegal surveillance operation to literally steal ‘everything’ the
target creates while obstructing and hindering any possibility of stopping them.
That’s pretty much how it works.
16) Now from what we can see from the exhibited evidence on the front cover of the
‘Comic ‘Con’ publication promoting the movie ‘Dark Tower’ undoubtedly this
publication was another ‘operation mockingbird’ mock fest, and a continuation of
the ‘Con is On’ theme previously seen promoted in the BBC series about the
ringleaders daredevil mega Cons that they are about to carry out in real life.
17) The ‘Dark Tower’ which was the focus of this hilarious ‘Comic ‘Con’ to be
destroyed in order to unleash unbelievable evil into world, was in fact Grenfell
Tower. Therefore, as we examine the ‘Comic’ Con’ magazine deeper, you soon
realize they were not just promoting the ‘Dark Tower’ movie, they were actually
promoting the monstrous crime that they were plotting to carry out. The clue is
clearly exhibited in the title. Titles of movies and publications are always very
important to pay attention to.
CAUSAL LINK- EVIDENCE ABOUT THE SINISTER DARK TOWER MOVIE WITH
THE LEAD CHARACTER CALLED ‘LORD GRENFELL’
18) Causal link 3 – For anybody who missed all that, or just didn’t see the
connection, to make it absolutely in your face undeniably blatant, they even
‘deliberately’ named the main lead character of the ‘Dark Tower’ movie ‘Lord
Grenfell’ just in case anybody didn’t get it before. Grenfell Tower is just a bog
standard Tower Block amongst thousands of other Tower Blocks all around the
UK.
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19) How is it therefore possible that there is a major big budget Hollywood movie
about destroying a Tower, to unleash unbelievable evil into the world with a lead
character called ‘Lord Grenfell’?
GRENFELL TOWER AND GRENFELL ROAD NAMED AFTER A REAL LORD
GRENFELL TO MAKE THE CRIME BLATANT AND OBVIOUS
20) Causal link 4 - Anyone who cannot see the unbelievable evil being perpetrated
here must be either blind or on the pay roll. What is even more sickening is that
Grenfell Tower and Grenfell road was named directly after a man called ‘Lord
Grenfell’ 1st Baron who like Richard J Hannah was also a military man. His
grandson ‘Lord Grenfell’ 3rd Baron, worked as a program presenter for ‘the very
same mainstream Associated TV networks’ where Seven’s stolen innovations
were sold connected to the court case that are run by the SevenGate crime
syndicate ringleaders.
21) This is yet another direct causal link. Go to 1:47:26 on time of video and pause to
examine this evidence: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huI6xeJrm9I
22) This once again is a typical example of the SevenGate crime syndicate
ringleaders subliminal message signalling and leaving their stamp to make it
absolutely clear that they that had orchestrated the Grenfell Tower Inferno mass
murders, so they could broadcast murdering peoples relatives as a Associated
TV network snuff horror movie show right in the whole worlds faces.
THE CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADER’S MOTO OF’ OUTRIGHT TERROR
BOLD & BRILLIANT OPENLY BROADCASTED AFTER DOING ATROCITIES
23) When these ringleaders had previously carried out the 7/7 atrocities in 2005, they
brazenly wrote ‘OUTRIGHT TERROR BOLD & BRILLIANT’ openly on the side
of the bus that they blew up at ‘Russells’ square- But now what we see with the
open mass public executions of more innocent members of the public at Grenfell
Tower takes these ringleaders evil crimes against humanity to a whole other
level.
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=outright+terror+bold+a+brilliant&rlz=1C1GG
RV_enGB752GB752&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwiOr7
GXj-XVAhXmI8AKHSu5BjwQsAQIOA&biw=1366&bih=662
PUBLISHED INTERVIEW ON 13TH JUNE 2017 WITH LORD GRENFELL OF
ASSOCIATED TV NETWORKS RUN BY SEVENGATE RINGLEADERS
24) Causal link 5 - Ask yourselves how is it that on the very night just as Grenfell
Tower fire was kicking off 13th June 2017 that there was an interview published
with the very same former programme presenter at Associated TV ‘Lord
Grenfell’? Whoever ordered this interview and conducted it is a direct suspect
needing to be immediately arrested they need to answer questions as to their roll
in this evil.
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25) What you are looking at is the evil psychopathic crimes and pastimes of truly sick
people. What you are witnessing here is just another day at the office and what
these wicked people do at their places of work. This evidence shows they
actually want people to know that they carried out the most horrific evil upon
innocent people, and ran their elaborate con on the public for perverse kicks.
They have been doing horrific evil to people for so long and getting away with it
that they are now brazenly publically mass murdering hundreds of people right
out in the open with the whole watching. They are clearly doing this because they
have hijacked the entire judiciary and are blocking the police from making the
necessary urgent arrests so believe nobody will ever be able to stop them.
RICHARD J HANNAH’S STOLEN FRAUDULENT USE OF ANOTHER MANS
IDENTITY AS A BRITISH LORDSHIP
1) Causal link 6 - Richard J Hannah is a large towering Black Military connected
man, who operates his crimes behind the scenes of these mainstream media
Associated TV networks in clandestine deep state capacity together with
Helen Alexander, Jim Manson with the others from the crime syndicate.
2) He famously used the stolen Identity of a white male ‘British Lord’ as a guise
to lure Seven and friend Lisa to the meet Helen Alexander and Jim Manson
by deception, for the sole purpose of stealing Seven’s valuable IP to collect
stolen worldwide revenue to fund staging domestic Terror atrocities upon the
public. And it is this very evidence that serves as a clue as to why the ‘Dark
Tower movie plot’s lead character had been specifically named ‘Lord
Grenfell’ View Richard J Hannah’s use of a Lords stolen Identity here: To
view
go
to
1:26:53
on
time
of
video
and
pause
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huI6xeJrm9I
3) Causal Link 7 - Another key point to pay close attention to, in the movie
‘Dark Tower’ they specifically used a Black Male actor Idris Elba to play the
lead character of ‘Lord Grenfell’. Just as was done in the BBC TV drama
‘Hustle The Con is On’, with the Black main lead character who played
Richard J Hannah too. Go To 1:34:09 on time of video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huI6xeJrm9I
4) Causal link- 8 we know Richard J Hannah has links to the Military, because it
is openly stated in his career biog. He also operates behind the scenes of
these same mainstream Associated TV network as Lord Grenfell. His Military
stance displayed when gave the ‘command’ using ‘Operation Mockingbird’
principles in his statement to ‘unleash sales hell then murder with
vengeance’ was typical of Operation Mockingbird, therefore it is clearly
Richard J Hannah’s influence behind the use of this Military program
Operation Mockingbird. It also explains why majority of the illegal surveillance
operation against Seven was being covertly carried out by the Military, and
why majority, if not all of the crimes done to Seven have also been scripted
and featured in TV productions and Movies in exactly the same way.
5) This evidence was featured within the court case that we won against this
crime ring.
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6) When factor in that Helen Alexander operates crimes on behalf of this crime
syndicate from intelligence agencies and units, it is not hard to see how they
are running these black op evil domestic terror crimes. These are murderers
and usurpers who must be arrested before they carry out any more horrific
atrocities against defenceless people.
7) Richard J Hannah has openly described himself as a ‘maniacal international
terrorist’ clearly that is clearly a fact. He lives vicariously via the use of
scripted subliminal messaging within TV and movie plotlines. This extremely
unhinged man is a pathological liar with an obvious preoccupation with using
psychological torture and terror on his targeted victims and the public.
Horrifically in this instance, his selected victims for his preserve sadistic game
were the residents of Grenfell Tower.
8) What is even more disturbing, is that he has been getting away with these
evils for the past 14 years at the extreme detriment of the entire world and
nobody has intervened to stop him? This just shows how low humanity has
sunk. This is much worse than the infamous Doctor Shipman case where he
robbed then murdered his patients. This man Richard J Hannah is making evil
commands and has somehow has convinced a whole host of people to join
him in these barbaric plans.
9) Causal Link 9- The Rydon Company responsible for putting the highly
flammable, highly toxic globally ‘banned’ cladding on to the Grenfell Tower
building, are working closely with the Military of Defence. This is another
direct causal link to the use of the Military program ‘Operation Mockingbird.’
Far from anyone being arrested in this Company, only six days after helping
to murder hundreds of people inside Grenfell Tower they were put forward as
the preferred Company to do further ‘jobs’ now in the London Ealing area.
Everyone who was involved in ordering cladding the Grenfell Tower building
should also be arrested this Company needs to be shut down and
investigated. The cruel extremely inhumane use of the ‘Operation
Mockingbird’ program must be immediately scrapped. View on time of video
1:05:57https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1_hZXf0eEc
https://www.constructionnews.co.uk/projects/contracts/rydon-in-line-for-65mwest-london-housing-job/10020892.article
THE SEVENGATE RINGLEADERS NAZI TORTURE AND SLAVE TRADING
PROGRAM TARGETING SELECTED PEOPLE FROM GENERAL PUBLIC
26) The ‘long con’ is actually based on a Nazi torture program, designed to be
inflicted on the person being targeted forever. For the rest of the target/victims
life, they will be systematically gang stalked, robbed, hacked, tortured, burgled,
bugged, exploited in a multiple variety of cruel extremely sinister sadistic
ritualistic torturous ways while every official department turns a blind eye.
27) So the ‘long con’ involves a never ending sinister perverse game and vicious
cycle of non-stop systematic abuse done to the target 24/7 carried out by the
ringleaders remotely at close range and proximity.
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28) Difficult victims/targets who complain, seek justice, or refuse to readily embrace
the horrific torturous way of life and do not have ‘Stockholm Syndrome’ are either
horrifically murdered as was done to the Grenfell residents, or are pushed to the
extremes by non-stop Nazi like torture with EMF weapons designed to make the
target be perceived as crazy to unaware friends, family and onlookers.
MASS MURDER FOR MASS PROFITS FROM BIG INSURANCE CLAIM
PAYOUTS AS WAS DONE DURING THE TRANSATLANTIC SLAVE TRADE
29) After blatantly mass murdering people they think they can then storm in and claim
big insurance pay outs. Historical records show that the same type of barbarous
abuse used to be done during the transatlantic slave trade. We know that this
crime syndicate ringleaders are running a horrendous slave trade, of which Helen
Alexander is head of. She has lied, cheated and robbed and destroyed the lives
of countless innocent people to usurp her way the top of Britain’s Trade Industry.
She is abusing and misusing her position to collect colossal unjust enrichments
for herself and other crime syndicate members from the proceeds of horrific slave
trading crimes against humanity.
30) We can clearly see from the evidence, that even before these crime syndicate
ringleaders had meticulously orchestrated the horrors done to the Grenfell
residents, that they had sort to cover all bases by even making provisions 3
months before the Grenfell fire to change the insurance policy of the Grenfell
Tower building from the Zurich Company to the Company Protector Foresking.
The insurance policy was changed 3 months in advance, specifically to ensure
that they had specialist insurers who dealt with human causalities.
http://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/u...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AulVLH3sZ5s
REASONS TO TAKE THE RINGLEADERS ILLEGAL SLAVE TRADING CRIMES
INTO ACCOUNT RESOLVING CRIMES AT GRENFELL
31) This Inquiry has to take into account, that there is currently a thriving covert
underground culture of using domestic terrorism to run illegal slave trading
operations in the UK headed by Helen Alexander with other ringleaders in the
SevenGate crime syndicate aforementioned. This has become big business for
these scumbags. They have been pushing a culture of slavery into mainstream
via control of Associated TV networks, TV shows and Movies. Unbeknown to the
Grenfell Tower residents, it was this culture that was at the root of the problem
when they were battling for their safety.
32) It was for this reason that the Grenfell Tower building was fully prepped to burn
the hundreds of residents inside alive in order to collect on the massive insurance
pay outs. The Grenfell insurance payout is set to be the largest ever in the history
of insurance claims which must be blocked from being collected. This evil must
be immediately shut down
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BBC LICENSE FEE PAYERS FUNDING TARGETING, DOMESTIC TERROR,
EXTREME TORTURE & MURDER OF PEOPLE FROM THE GENERAL PUBLIC
33) It is important to emphasise that the SevenGate ringleaders crimes have been
heavily promoted within a multitude of BBC TV productions (financed by
everyone paying a license fee to do this evil) BBC have glorified these evil
people’ for too long. They MUST be stopped.
34) For 14 years corrupt BBC bosses have been illegal beneficiaries also collecting
illegal revenue from Seven’s stolen worldwide TV franchises and productions
such as ‘Strictly Come Dancing’ ‘Dancing with the Stars’. While BBC
publically celebrated all the monies rolling in they referred to Seven as a ‘golden
goose’, using public mocking. Note in attempts to conceal the crime they gave
the UK version the name of an old outdated boring show, in hopes to deceive
people that they had the show before, while they terrorized Seven as the creator
behind the scenes to keep the truth that it was her stole work quiet. These are
exceptionally evil people who must all be weeded out. They should never be
allowed to go near anyone in the public again. View evidence in exhibits on
pages 48-54 and 76-79 of The Main / Final Report www.thefarrellreport.net
CAUSAL LINK- SINISTER HIGH- RISE MOVIE AND BOOK PRODUCTIONS
DEPICTING THE GRENFELL TOWER INFERNO WELL IN ADVANCE
35) Causal Link 10- The movie ‘High-Rise ’- the entire production team needs to be
urgently investigated. Just by examining the front cover for the book and movie,
you will be absolutely sickened at how blatant the perverse game being played
here is. This movie’s book cover was entered into Wikipedia on 25th May 2017
(the 25 date is yet another clear clue that it was the SevenGate crime ring behind
this entry) they like to feature the number Seven in some bizarre ritualistic
fashion.
36) This Wikipedia entry was just a few weeks before the Grenfell fire. Go to from
21:30 on time and pause the video below to view this High-Rise causal link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huI6xeJrm9I
37) What is particularly sinister about the book cover, is that it displays two identical
twin Tower Blocks, with one Tower block standing in front of the other. These
Tower blocks are very reminiscent to what the Grenfell Tower building looked like
before the Inferno.
38) The key to pay attention to when examining the pre burning Tower block image,
is that the Tower Block standing in the front, has two sections of floors where flats
should be, completely erased and deleted from the image. Yet more signalling.
39) This is very significant as the creator of the image has clearly done this to convey
an important message to the viewer. The image displaying the two deleted floors
is clearly signalling where the Grenfell Tower fire was supposed to have started
from. View Tower block with deleted floors from time 25:24 of this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huI6xeJrm9I
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40) The next thing to pay close attention to; is that there are ‘two’ identical towers
which obviously symbolizes the twin towers where there was a major terrorist
attack in America which we all now refer to as 9-11.
41) De-coded, the message the creator of the image of deleted floors in the twin
tower block, is obviously conveying to us, is that there was going be a major
horrific terror attack in the UK on the same horrific scale as was done with the 911 terrorist attacks.
42) The next ‘High-Rise’ image to examine is even more blatant. The image is of the
same tower block again, but this time engulfed in a full scale inferno, identical to
the inferno we all witnessed happen at Grenfell Tower. The scale of the Grenfell
Tower inferno had never been witnessed before anywhere, it was completely
unprecedented, so this was not a typical scenario by any stretch of the
imagination. As this event was entirely unique, how could it even be possible for
the Grenfell Tower Inferno to so closely resemble the Tower Block Inferno image
on the High Rise book cover so exactly? This could only have happened if
someone had pre engineered for the Grenfell Tower Inferno to resemble the High
Rise Tower image on purpose well in advance.
43) The plotline of the High-Rise movie states;“Whether mazes blocks or bunkers,
Ballard was drawn to the psychology of ‘brutal environments’. This inner
space rather than that outer space”. What this is clearly describing is the ‘inner
space’ of the Grenfell Tower block, where the residents were literally forced to
endure psychological hell and unprecedented torture before they were all brutally
burnt to death alive with all the Associated TV networks cameras rolling and
cashing in.
CAUSAL LINKS- MAIN KEY SEVENGATE CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADER
‘DAME HELEN ALEXANDER’ LINKS TO GRENFELL TOWER
EVIDENCE OF HELEN ALEXANDER/ ECONOMIST MAG/ INTELLIGENCE
AGENCIES /HAS A FAKE BIOG/ CONCEALS WAS AT BBC / (SMG) / (STV)
44) Causal Link 11 - Please examine the featured article about Helen Alexander just
below, which was produced by the BBC, for the very same show that Helen
Alexander had produced herself while she was working for BBC and Scottish
Media Groups as’ Head of Factual Broadcasting’ member of staff.’ The causal
link here’ is that Helen Alexander is connected directly to BBC where the plotline
about ‘Max’ Richard J Hannah was going to carry out his most evil act yet, was
seen just two days before Grenfell Tower inferno. Also where the ‘Hustle The
‘Con’ Is On’ BBC production had made other TV drama about her crime rings
daredevil evil big money criminal stunts.
45) Causal Link 12 - Helen Alexander is directly connected to Associated TV
Networks ITV which is affiliated to STV (Scottish TV) formerly SMG (Scottish
Media Groups) where Helen Alexander previous worked and ran her global slave
trading racketeering scams with Jim Manson. These networks were also found
guilty in the ‘Seven versus Gossage and Nine Others court case’ and these
bosses were also supposed the go to prison 10 years ago.
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46) These TV networks bosses are also unlawful illegal beneficiaries, collecting
unjust enrichments of Seven’s stolen Intellectual property and Monetary Estate
for the last 14 years. These network bosses have been criminally and illegally
withholding our court settlement monies ordered by the British courts years ago.
47) Causal Link 13 - A key causal link here is that ‘Lord Grenfell’ 3rd Baron worked
as a programme presenter with Associated TV too, of whose family ‘Grenfell
Road’ and ‘Grenfell Tower’ was directly named after. Additionally, as we have
already exhibited in this causal link section above herein, to make their evil ‘con’
scam even move blatantly obvious, an interview was brazenly published on 13th
June 2017 with the very same ‘Lord Grenfell’ from Associated TV networks on
the very same night that the inferno was started at Grenfell Tower.
48) Next please examine the evidence in the link below and you will notice that Helen
Alexander has cunningly removed the fact that she worked for both the BBC and
Associated TV Networks SMG (now STV) with Jim Manson in her fake career
biography below. This is a very key piece of evidence, as this exhibit alone
proves that Helen Alexander is a complete an utter fraud and absolute con
woman of mammoth proportions who has usurped her way into to the very
heights of power entirely from horrific crimes against countless defenceless
people.
49) What she claims below is her career background biography below, in reality, is
nothing more than a made up fabricated fictitious invention. Because, in reality
the fact remains that she previously worked for the BBC and SMG - Helen
Alexander purchased herself a ‘Dame’ title with money she has stolen from
Seven and no doubt other people she has robbed and terrorized over the years,
in order to conceal that she is a fraud wanted for countless horrific crimes against
humanity.
50) She has tried to deceive/con people that there are ‘two’ separate Helen
Alexander’s and that the one found guilty in our court case for targeting stealing,
racketeering and domestic terror, whereby the Judge in the case was suddenly
suspiciously found dead at the same time that she and her crime syndicate were
suppose to go to prison. was not her, but it is most definitely is her. She fools noone.
51) You will see the elaborate lengths this con woman has gone to conceal her true
identity and evil crimes to take over the UK and the entire world.
52) It is also important to add, that she specifically selected to become the ‘Seventh’
chancellor to gloat that her meteoric rise to fame and fortune was directly off the
back of stealing from Seven, usurping her rightful profits, awards and other
entitlements for Seven doing highly globally celebrated works. Helen Alexander
was envious of Seven, so sort not only to steal all Seven’s innovations to claim
fraudulent glory for herself, but her whole life to try to turn her into a covert slave.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MQjDAsyCZJo
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/profiles/291T4CBK9GnRRjJPGbYbhS2/damehelen-alexander
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HELEN ALEXANDER’S BILDERBERG LINKS WITH ZURICH INSURANCE
COMPANY FOR GRENFELL TOWER
a) Causal Link 14- Helen Alexander has conned her way to becoming a
Bilderberg Chairman usurper. She has chaired secret Bilderberg meetings
alongside the fellow Bilderberg ‘Zurich’ Insurance Company who was the
insurance company who were controlling the Grenfell Tower building. View
evidence at 1:37:36 on time of video and pause to examine this particular
evidence https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1_hZXf0eEc
b) Causal Link 15- Video link about the recent Bilderberg meeting agenda 1-4
June 2017 their expressed agenda was to stamp out all our freedoms with
extreme prejudice https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cxFybEM83JM
HELEN ALEXANDER RUNS ECONOMIST PUBLICATIONS THAT PREDICTED A
TOWER TO BURN ON 14TH JUNE 2017 ON FRONT COVER OF THE MAGAZINE
c) Causal Link 16 - Helen Alexander – was also Chairman usurper of the
Economist Magazine publication which featured a set of tarot cards predicting
the future ‘World in 2017’ which ran in Jan 2017 edition six months
beforehand.
A BREAK DOWN OF CAUSAL LINKS OF ECONOMIST MAGAZINE AND
GRENFELL TOWER FIRE AND MASS MURDERS
d) Please watch the following selected videos evidence to get a full breakdown
about the Burning Tower and Death cards that were featured on front cover
on Helen Alexander’s Economist Magazine entitled the ‘World in 2017’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUzcqxpBiUo&t=105s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cFQg2c_dmrk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y0p3pfffgVs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NxGpW9lAdo8

e) Causal link 16 explanation - On the front cover of the Economist publication,
it boldly featured a sinister tarot card spread and reading ‘predicting’ a
‘Burning Tower’ alongside a card of Donald Trump whose birthday is on the
‘14 June 2017’ If you watch the video exhibits with evidence just above, you
will see the full layout of the Tarot card spread and reading featured.
f) Directly underneath the ‘Burning Tower’ you will see the ‘Death Card’; also
featured. This was done to inform us that people were going to die within a
Burning Tower (Grenfell Tower)
g) The very same day of Donald Trump’s birthday on ‘14th June 2017’ as we all
know (exactly as was ‘predicted’ and ‘featured’ on the front cover of Helen
Alexander’s Economist magazine publication) hundreds of innocent people
were all horrifically trapped inside burnt alive inside the burning Grenfell
Tower building on 14th June 2017.
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h) Helen Alexander’s Economist magazine cover also featured a tarot card
predicting / forecasting mass public demonstrations, exactly as happened
after the Grenfell Tower Inferno and Mass Murders.
i) This is another typical example on Helen Alexander’s perverse evil use of
‘Operation Mockingbird’ predictive subliminal messaging to rub the crimes
she has been doing in her victims and the worlds faces.
j) This brazen act of putting their real life crimes in plain sight in and splashing
the crimes in our faces within widely circulated mainstream publications,
Movies and TV shows is the usual barbaric practice of these sadistic
psychopaths.
k) The key SevenGate crime syndicate ringleaders are also well known for using
‘Hegelian Dialectic’ principles. Basically they create the problem/ the plotted
real life crimes, i.e. they plotted to burn up Grenfell Tower and burn the
inhabitant residents alive inside, then they engineered the public’s reaction to
the problem/their crime at Grenfell Tower, which was to designed to create
chaos on the British streets so that they could introduce Martial Law, to lock
the entire British nation up and place us all under pre engineered mass
curfew. This was clearly their intended pre plotted solution in respect of the
public demonstration Tarot card that was also featured on the front cover of
the Economist magazine.
l) This evidence shows crystal clearly that Helen Alexander had cunningly
engineered to openly deliberately lie to deceive the world into thinking that
Grenfell Tower fire was just a mere accident (caused by a fridge), then even
engineered to create mass public demonstrations after instigating the crime,
and using their arsenal of SevenGate crime syndicate lawyers, has even preengineered to bring in the dead end ‘Corporate Manslaughter’ charge as the
only viable solution, a solution that ensures that ‘none of her crime
syndicate death cult members’ would face any arrests, prosecutions or ever
having to account for committing such horrific crimes of the century against
humanity.
m) For those unaware, Tarot cards are a widely used divination tool often used
for predicting / forecasting future events destined to transpire. The eerie
‘Burning Tower’ and ‘Death’ cards’ featured and forecasted to happen on
Helen Alexander’s Economist magazine front cover.
n) The forecasted events were ‘predicted’ (plotted) to occur within a six month
period from exactly when the magazine was released in Jan 2017, indicating
that on the sixth month of this year, which was June 2017 there would be a
‘Deaths in a Burning Tower’. As we all know, this is exactly what factually
did occur within the Burning of the Grenfell Tower Block and mass murders on
the 14th June 2017.
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o) Bearing the said evidence in mind, the question to now ask is; was the
Burning Tower and Death cards that was boldly featured predicted, pre
advertised on con woman extraordinaire Helen Alexander’s Economist
magazine cover, on the very same day that the Grenfell Tower building was
burnt up to murder the inhabitants just a mere coincidence?
p) When we also factor in that this Bilderberg usurper Chairman Helen
Alexander is the head of the Economist, is also directly linked and connected
to the fellow Bilderberg Chairman of the Zurich Company who ran the
Insurance for Grenfell Tower building, we get yet another clear direct causal
link and an undeniable connection to the crime.
q) If we also pay very close attention to what the Bilderberg meeting just 10 days
prior the Grenfell fire on 1- 4 June 2017 was about ‘Stamping Out All Our
Freedoms With Extreme Prejudice’ then the horrific reality of what Helen
Alexander and her notorious crime ring undoubtedly did to the defenceless
people at Grenfell Tower becomes crystal clear.
r) So to answer the question, whether or not the Economist magazine’s
prediction that there would be a ‘Burning Tower’ on Trumps Birthday 14th
June 2017, resulting in hundreds of Deaths, followed by mass demonstrations
by the public in the streets just a mere coincidence? Obviously not.
s) Besides the ton’s of evidence we have meticulously scrutinized and shredded
to pieces herein, common sense and logic alone tells us that the ‘Burning
Tower’ (Grenfell Tower fire) could only have been featured and predicted so
precisely and brazenly on the front page of the Economist predicting ‘The
World we would all see in 2017, because it was being predicted by the very
people who had engineered for the atrocities to happen.
t) Causal Link 17 - There was yet another ‘staged’ false flag terrorist attack at
an American congressional game which was obviously pre-arranged
specifically at ‘Alexandria’ to happen at the very same time as ‘Grenfell
Tower was plotted to burn the residents’ alive inside. Common sense tells us
in light of all the other aforementioned evidence, this was obviously done to
send the world a direct ‘operation mockingbird’ message, that it was Helen
‘Alexander’ (‘Alexandria’ being the female version of her surname) (along
with Richard J Hannah aka Mad ‘Max’ and other crime syndicate ringleaders
at Associated TV networks) who had given ‘the order’ and ‘command’ to
publically broadcast the residents at Grenfell Tower being publically executed
and horrifically burnt to death alive.
EVIDENCE OF THE STAGED FALSE FLAG DOMESTIC TERROR ATTACK
SHOOTING AT THE CONGRESSIONAL GAME IN ALEXANDRIA USA ALSO ON
14th JUNE 2017 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jt6LywsZEv4
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CAUSAL LINK - TAMSIN ALLEN /GEOFFERY BINDMAN/ SEVENGATE CRIME
SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS LINKS TO GRENFELL TOWER
1) Causal Link 18- This next causal link is very straight forward to explain but
particularly horrific for us to see. Seven wrote a book and movie manuscript
entitled ‘The Walk’ which was on a disc stolen by Tamsin Allen with Geoffrey
Bindman at their Bindman and partners offices. View exhibits on pages 35-38
63-64 and 81- 82 The Main/ The Final Report. www.thefarrellreport.net and in
the court documents found on The Appendences link
2) These particular SevenGate ringleaders stole the disc at a meeting Seven
had attended with them at their London Kings Cross offices about the taking
court proceedings against Helen Alexander, Jim Manson, Richard J Hannah,
Christopher Gossage and Tony/David English of Russells after the thefts and
illegal racketeering with Seven’s Multimedia platform. They gained further
versions of Seven’s stolen manuscript from a man named Christopher
Vaughan who claimed wanted to help Seven stop the crime ring, but instead
also joined ranks stealing Seven’s scripts to supply Tamsin Allen and
Geoffrey Bindman with more of her valuable original IP to racketeer with.
3) You can view more evidence about Tamsin Allen and Geoffrey Bindman’s role
also targeting, stealing and terrorizing Seven, which is explained in detail in
the SevenGate video interview series with the Judge Alfred Webre. Links to
watch the full SevenGate interview series are also provided herein further on
below.
BACKGROUND DETAILS - HOW MANUSCRIPT WAS STOLEN BY TAMSIN
ALLEN & GEOFFREY BINDMAN TO USE FOR RACKETEERING & TERROR
4) Both Tamsin Allen and Geoffrey Bindman immediately joined ranks with the
primary SevenGate ringleaders after stealing Seven’s disc containing her
manuscript and together they were all illegally trading Sevens innovations and
scripts internationally in frenzied racketeering in over 126 countries. After the
first batches of successful international sales with her Multimedia platform,
now they were selling on Seven’s stolen manuscripts as literary works, TV
shows and Movie Productions and international campaigns. This is how they
were able to quickly expand their global targeting, slave trading and domestic
terror operations.
5) The causal link in respect of how this all relates to Grenfell Tower- The
Manuscript ‘The Walk’ that was stolen by the key SevenGate ringleaders
Tamsin Allen and Geoffrey Bindman, was dedicated to ‘Rachel and Pops
Vital’ who just happen to be the parents of ‘Marjorie Vital’ and
‘Grandparents of Ernie Vital’ who as we know were both were also
murdered on the 16th floor inside Grenfell Tower. To evidence go to 1:27:37
time of video and pause https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1_hZXf0eEc
and pages 35-38 63-64 of The Main /Final Report www.thefarrellreport.net
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6) Another key significant piece of evidence to be examined in respect of causal
links, is another Movie that was put into production in 2015 also called ‘The
Walk’.
7) This particular Hollywood movie version of ‘The Walk’ was put into production
while Seven was doing the in-depth interview series about these SevenGate
ringleaders and crime syndicate with the Judge Alfred Webre in 2015 at the
same.
8) It would be very helpful for the Inquiry to also watch this interview series as it
will provide further detailed evidence as to the hidden background of how we
now arrive in the foul mess we are all dealing with now.
9) During Seven’s interviews with Judge Alfred Webre, Tamsin Allen and
Geoffrey Bindman’s criminal and domestic terrorist activities going on at the
highly corrupt sinister London law firm Bindman and partners were thoroughly
exposed. Obviously this was something that sent alarm bells in the
SevenGate crime syndicate camp, as the series had gone viral worldwide,
with people contacting Seven from all around the world.
10) Seven’s case is factually now globally known as the biggest and most horrific
Artistic & Intellectual Property Heist Terrorist Theft Crime Of The Century and
equally the most horrific evil cover up to conceal it.
BACKGROUND TO THE REPEATED IP THEFT CRIMES EXPANDING TO A
CAMPAIGN OF HORRIFIC TARGETING AND GLOBAL DOMESTIC TERRORISM
11) At the time of the theft of Seven’s manuscripts in 2004 by Tamsin Allen and
Geoffrey Bindman, it was clear they had stolen Seven’s manuscript at the
meeting with them, because the manuscript was based on a true real life
biographical account of a close friend Christine who factually went on ‘The
Walk’ in Australia together with a man named Mark. As has already been
mentioned in this causal link section, several chapters of the book had
included references to our family Roni’s Grandparents Rachael and Pops
Vital, so the book was dedicated to all of them.
12) In the first stolen version of ‘The Walk’ sold as a TV movie, which also found
its way promoted on the front cover of mainstream Associated TV network
publications 2005, they brazenly used the exact same names of the real
people Christine and Mark, as the leading characters in the stolen TV Movie
version. Obviously to make it known to us that they had stolen the
manuscripts and could not give a damn that they were selling it all over the
place. The more we tried to stop them, the more violent and evil these people
became. When they realized Seven’s stolen script was based on a true story,
to conceal the crimes they were doing, they even went as far as to bulldoze
down the shoe shop that the real story was based around.
13) In 2004, directly after this particular theft, (because there have been many
other subsequent thefts of other innovations, multimedia productions and
scripts stolen from Seven over the last 14 years)
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14) This particular TV movie version of Seven’s stolen script ‘TV Walk’ was sold
to the very same mainstream ITV network who are also part of the very same
Associated TV networks where ‘Lord Grenfell’ was a former TV programme
presenter and are the unlawful beneficiaries who are terrorizing our family to
criminally withhold our Settlement monies.
15) They have made untold riches from Seven’s stolen manuscript being
chopped into sections and also racketeered with internationally as multiple
global campaigns that were all being launched from the ITV network to all
their other global Associated TV networks and production houses around the
world. This was a mega scam of monstrous proportions which they never
want the world to discover.
16) These campaigns ran internationally simultaneously, all encouraging people
around world to give up transportation and go on ‘The Walk’, exactly as was
factually done in the real life story by Seven’s friend Christine and Mark of
which the factual biographical account was written about them.
CAUSAL LINK – STOLEN SCRIPT THE WALK RACTETEERED VIA
ASSOCATED TV NETWORKS LINKED TO HELEN ALEXANDER & LORD
GRENFELL
17) Causal link 19- The causal link from the original court case, was that the ITV
network are directly affiliated and part of a group together with STV (formerly
SMG) which were the direct Associated TV networks that Helen Alexander
and Jim Manson’s ran their organised IP crime global racketeering and
domestic terrorism scams from. Once again the very same Associated TV
networks that Lord Grenfell 3rd Baron worked for. Now once again we now
see that these very same sinister Associated TV networks cesspit lurking in
the mucky background of the Grenfell Tower Inferno / mass murders.
18) In the same year 2004, the book version of Seven’s stolen manuscript ‘The
Walk’ was also sold to the BBC network as a literary competition blatantly
entitled ‘Finish This’ where Helen Alexander also had been a prior member
of staff and the Bindman and Partners Law firm had frequently represented
the BBC as lawyers for large international Book deals.
19) To maximize profits in this scam, this said criminal cartel had brazenly roped
in various famous British authors to adapt different chapters of Seven’s stolen
manuscript, for the nationwide competition ‘Finish This’. While these crimes
were happening, in the background they were orchestrating a campaign of
non-stop domestic terror with attempts to murder Seven in order to keep the
revenue they were racking in from all the large illegal international monetary
deals all quiet and for themselves.
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TAMSIN ALLEN AND CHRISTOPHER GOSSAGE BECAME PARTNERS AT
THEIR LAWFIRMS OVERNIGHT FROM RACKETEERING SEVEN’S STOLEN IP
20) For the purpose of clarification, in order for the Inquiry and wider public to get
a better understanding to the motive of why these people are behaving in
such abhorrent evil ways. It’s important to factor in that Tamsin Allen who now
describes herself as a ‘Super Lawyer’ (code for super criminal) was working
as a mere lawyer at the time. She became a partner at the Bindman Law firm
literally over night directly off the back of these very crimes against Seven.
21) As did Christopher Gossage from the Russells Mafia Media Law firm, who
was working at the Russells Media Law firm as a mere clerk at the time of
taking Seven on as a client at Russells. He was catapulted to status of
Partner at Russells virtually overnight from the revenue generated from
Seven’s stolen innovations.
22) Russells had taken Seven on as a client supposedly to be to protect her
Intellectual Property from theft and plagiarism. However, in reality Christopher
Gossage and the Russell Mafia boss Tony/David English were actually setting
Seven up to be robbed, defrauded, tortured, terrorized and murdered. It is her
visit to this very Russells Media Law firm 14 years ago, that form the
foundations of the very crimes such as Grenfell Tower fire that we are now
dealing with today.
GEOFFREY BINDMAN BECAME FRAUDULENTLY KNIGHTED UNLAWFULLY
ON THE BACK OF THE RACKETEERING WITH SEVEN’S STOLENS IP
23) It’s also important to mention that Geoffrey Bindman was fraudulently
Knighted in the UK directly from the stolen monies generated directly from
these said global racketeering operations illegally trading vast volumes of
Seven’s stolen Intellectual Property. It is the extreme levels that this man has
gone to conceal his criminal activities, in order to ensure that he and his crime
ring can continue terrorizing and slave trading people forever, that has now
become a major problem for the entire world to now have to deal with.
BINDMAN & PARTNERS OPEN TERRORISM DIVISION TO LEGALLY GET
AWAY WITH TARGETING AND TERRORIZING MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
24) It is on the back of these very industrial scale global racketeering scams, that
Tamsin Allen and Geoffrey Bindman at Bindman and Partners Media Law
Firm, had opened a new highly sinister ‘Terrorism’ Division at their London
Media Law firm in 2005. This ‘Terrorism’ Division at Bindman & Partners
was opened on the back of these ringleaders staging London 7/7 attacks
2005 engineered to conceal their said global racketeering crimes at the same
time. View evidence on page 68 and 84-88 The Main / The Final Report
www.thefarrellreport.net
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25) What the public didn’t know was that the ‘Terrorism’ Division opened at
Bindmans Media Law Firm was to cunningly misuse the laws in order to
pervert Justice to conceal and protect the ‘creation’ of ‘staged’ domestic
terrorism and ‘not’ for the prevention of it. From then on, we have witnessed
the birth of pre engineered ‘TV staged False Flag Domestic Terrorism as a
new covert reality TV Terror/ Horror genre’ ever since. Working directly
with Associated TV networks of whom as we know pre script and broadcast
these evil snuff productions.
26) Anyone who has ever written a manuscript will tell you it takes years to do. So
can you imagine labouring for years on written and innovative conceptual
works, only for these low down dirty mass murdering thieves, to steal it all to
use it for an elaborate get rich scam to fund terrorizing, enslaving and
murdering innocent people?? How dare they! When people say money is the
root of all evil, here we see it at its most horrific.
ANOTHER MOVIE ‘THE WALK’ PUT INTO PRODUCTION 2015 WHILE CRIME
SYNDICATE WAS BEING EXPOSED IN VIRAL INTERVIEW SERIES 2015
27) Seeing that the truth about their targeting operations being exposed on the
Judge Alfred Webre’s widely watched shows, to hundreds of thousands if not
millions of people around the world, it was as a direct response to that
particular exposure that yet another movie called ‘The Walk’ was put into
production in 2015 to put two fingers up to the fact that their outrageous
crimes had been fully exposed worldwide.
SEVENGATE RINGLEADERS HAVE NO REMORSE FOR VICTIMS & REFUSE
TO STOP SLAVE TRADING & DOMESTIC TERRORISM CAMPAIGNS
28) In other words, this was these ringleader usual way of telling Seven and rest
of the wider world, once again abusing ‘Operation Mocking Bird’ subliminal
messaging, that these monsters have no remorse and no intention of crediting
or paying back the monies, awards credits or court settlements they have
stolen. They have no intention of stopping their evil campaign of targeting,
slave trading and domestic terror on the public either! As we can see by the
horrific evils they have perpetrated at Grenfell Tower two years later, if they
are not stopped there will be more Grenfell Towers to watch out for
broadcasted live from a Associated TV network near you.
CONNECTING CAUSAL LINK DOTS OF MORE OPERATION MOCKINGBIRD
SIGNALLING ABOUT GRENFELL TOWER IN THE WALK MOVIE 2015
29) The synopsis of this particular movie ‘The Walk’ 2015 was as follows; “'The
Walk movie 2015,' looks back at an "artistic crime of the century," This in
reality was made once again as covert subliminal messaging to secretly signal
the SevenGate ringleaders own industrial scale artistic theft crimes, because
they knew they were being widely exposed at the same time.
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30) The plotline of this particular movie ‘The Walk’ 2015 was about a man and his
‘illegal gang’ who apparently in 1974 carried out the task of walking on a tight
rope to the ‘World Trade Centre ‘Twin Towers’ , We all know what
happened at the world trade Centre Twin Towers.
31) Given what we have discovered by examining the evidence with the movies
‘High Rise and Dark Tower’ that had also been put into production the same
time as this movie version of ‘The Walk’ 2015, connecting the dots it is
abundantly clear that this movie was designed to also signal that the crime
ring were plotting to carry out yet another daredevil stunt crime on the same
scale as Twin Towers but this time on British Soil. The Grenfell Tower Inferno
is the UK’s twin Towers, hence them bringing in the US 9-11 ‘Terror Attack’
investigations team. This also explains why they had specifically featured the
‘two identical towers’ on the front cover of the ‘High- Rise’ book cover.
32) The Walk movie synopsis states: An illegal wire walk in the immense void
between the World Trade Centre Twin Towers. With little more than
nerve and blind ambition, Petit and his ragtag crew overcome daunting
physical obstacles, betrayals, countless close calls and overwhelming
odds to beat the system and execute their mad plan”. The walk

between the twin towers takes truth and turns it into a cartoon
33) Now if we factor in the book cover of the movie ‘High- Rise’ was also put into
production in the same year 2015 as was the movie ‘The Walk’ released
September the same year 2015. then reflect back to the image of the two
identical towers that were entered into Wikipedia on 25th May 2017, with just
one of the Tower blocks displaying that two floors had been completely
deleted. Then next factor in that our aunt was singled out to be featured with
the 9-11 investigations team, while her direct relative Seven has been the
victim of domestic terrorism for the past 14 years exposing the crime
syndicate.
What
does
that
tell
you?
https://www.rottentomatoes.com/m/the_walk_2015/
STAGED CHARLIE HEBDO ATTACKS DONE SAME TIME SEVENGATE CRIME
SYNDCIATE SERIES GOES VIRAL CHARLIE HEBDO MEANS CHARLIE SEVEN
34) In addition to The Walk movie being put into production during this period,
these ringleaders also perpetrated the Charlie Hebdo atrocities at very same
time too. Hebdo literally translated means Seven days, or Seven =. Charlie
Seven Watch evidence here. Part 6 SevenGate Interview Series examining
the false flag Terror attack Charlie Hebdo in detailed Analysis with the Judge
Alfred Webre https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xN6h32yid9Q
THE CAUSAL LINKS BETWEEN SEVENGATE CRIME RING AND GRENFELL
TOWER INFERNO / MASS MURDERS CANNOT BE DENIED
1) To summarize this causal links section. The evidence in regards to causal
links you have now seen for yourselves is overwhelming proof that the
Grenfell Tower inferno was definitely no accident. Coincidences like these are
‘not’ coincidences.
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2) What we are looking at is the monstrous crimes being orchestrated by the
SevenGate terrorist syndicate ringleaders. The evidence here proves that
they were directly involved at the highest levels. Therefore, it is undeniable
that the SevenGate ringleaders obviously had a hand in meticulously pre
planning the manufactured evil events at Grenfell Tower with detail and
precision.
ALL GHOST SCRIPT WRITERS OF OPERATION MOCKINGBIRD MOVIES, TV
SHOWS & PUBLICATIONS DEPICTING GRENFELL TOWER FIRE MUST BE
ARRESTED TO ANSWER QUESTIONS
3) Whoever created the images, artwork and movies ‘High-Rise’ and ‘Dark
Tower’ without question was undoubtedly alluding to let us all know that there
was a coming staged Terrorist attack in the UK set to happen on the same
massive scale of the US’s Twin Towers 9-11 Terrorist attacks.
4) Therefore, the person/people behind commissioning these snuff movie
productions were obviously also all involved at a very core level, because
whoever hired them, played a key role in what eventually transpired.
Therefore, everyone involved at every level also needs to also be urgently
arrested and investigated and made to answer questions by we whose
families have been so horrifically murdered to explain exactly who ordered
them to create these murder snuff horror movie productions.
THE RINGLEADERS USE OF GHOST WRITERS TO SIGNAL OPERATION
MOCKINGBIRD REAL CRIMES
5) The SevenGate crime ring ‘always’ use aliases and ghost writers in order to
embed their ‘Operation Mockingbird’ subliminal messaging plotlines into
thousands of TV shows and movies while they conceal the identities of those
who are really behind it. Wikileaks also exposed this foul practice on 4th July
2017 and that there are as many as 1800 TV shows and Movies using these
diabolical practices. If there are 1800 TV shows and movies, these will have
been followed by a significant number of hidden real life horrific crimes. So
the ghost writers of these productions also ‘all’ need to also be immediately
rounded up and arrested and made to answer serious questions as to who
exactly had ordered them to write these vile mega crime predictive snuff
horror movie synopsis plotlines. This is the way to get to the bottom of the evil
we can all see is going on here.
6) The evidence produced herein clearly proves that key SevenGate crime
syndicate ringleaders are directly linked to what happened at Grenfell Tower,
and that the atrocities that took place were brazenly openly mapped out by
these psychopaths well in advance for the entire world to also bear witness to.
So there can be no question of these connections just being mere
coincidence.
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WHY THERE ARE SO MANY PUBLICATIONS, TV SHOWS AND MAJOR
HOLLYWOOD MOVIES PRE-DICTING, DEPECTING THE GRENFELL TOWER
FIRE WELL IN ADVANCE TO THE LETTER.
1) Our investigations have produced tons of evidence proving that there are many
major TV shows and big budget Hollywood movies ‘all’ depicting the Grenfell
Tower atrocities well in advance. This takes what happened at Grenfell Tower
into a whole other ball park, rather it just being focused on the RBKC, KCTMO
penny pinching activities or just being centred around the Grenfell Tower
building. This evidence alone proves that this crime is much bigger and wider in
scope, and much more evil than people had originally anticipated. It stinks to
high heavens.
2) Even if it was a fridge that had caused the fire at Grenfell Tower, which we
already know it was not, because there are eye witness testimonies stating that
two fire men were called out to attend Grenfell Tower building about a fridge and
they went there and made sure that the fridge and flat was safe.
3) It was when they were leaving that they said they received a call from the fire
station control team informing them that the fire was on the outside of the
building, ‘not’ on the inside. So we know for a fact that the story being circulated
by the mainstream media is lies designed to protect the guilty.
4) But let’s just say ‘hypothetically speaking’, even if the fire was caused by a
fridge, how can anyone possibly account for all the countless big budget
Hollywood movies productions and publications all depicting the exact the same
sequence of events around a burning Tower exactly as has happened at
Grenfell Tower fire in real life to the letter? Even with lead characters called
‘Lord Grenfell’ That is an impossibility. Two and Two does not make 18 does it.
THE SEVENGATE RINGLEADERS CONTROL OF MEDIA,HOLLYWOOD AND
THE ENTIRE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY.
5) Causal Link 20 - Helen Alexander and her crime ring have literally taken over
Hollywood and the entire entertainment and Music industry as well as the Art
and Publishing world. That’s how and why there are tons of big budget
productions about Grenfell Tower going up in flames well in advance before
horrifically murdering the hundreds of defenceless residents.
6) For over a decade they have been grossly misusing Seven’s stolen monies to
commit evil. They have not done even one good thing for humanity with all the
Billions and Trillions they have stolen. They have caused humanity nothing but
pain, misery, death and destruction on account of our stolen money therefore; it
must be immediately removed from them. We want all our monies removed from
them so that we can help all of their victims.
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7) These criminals need to be forced to stop lying now and pay back what they
have stolen without further delay, because, they are using our stolen monies to
bribe people to do their evil bidding. Their evil game has gone way too far and is
way out of control.
8) This inquiry needs to make emergency recommendations to ensure that all
ringleaders are arrested, stopped and removed from having any more access to
the public before they harm anybody else. Murdering innocent people in horrific
ways may well be just one big massive hilarious game to them, but they need to
be made to understand it is not a game for the rest of us.
CRITICAL EVIDENCE RE: SEVENGATE RINGLEADERS PREVIOUS HORRIFIC
DOMESTIC TERROR SLAVE TRADING ORGANISED CRIMES
1) As aforementioned, we here submit additional evidence about the very urgent
video interview series previously done with Judge named Alfred Webre,
because these interviews also contain detailed critical prima facie evidence
about this notorious crime ring.
2) The evidence in these interviews helps to establish motive, and reveals a long
track record and pattern of similar types of mafia style bullying and domestic
terror that the concerned Grenfell Tower residents had also complained of
when trying to address the issues of their safety within the Grenfell Tower
building.
3) Part 1 SevenGate crime ring interview with Judge Alfred Webre
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sseafrrQyzc
Part 2 SevenGate crime ring interview with Judge Alfred Webre
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gD05M4W4KTE
Part 3 SevenGate crime ring Interview with Judge Alfred Webre
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31svCkK6kUM
Part 4 SevenGate crime ring Interview with Judge Alfred Webre
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFbUUoZQI5c
Part 5 SevenGate crime ring Interview with Judge Alfred Webre
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCz2BuhuJ64
Part 6 SevenGate Interview Charlie Hebdo Analysis with Judge Alfred Webre
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xN6h32yid9Q
CAUSAL LINKS OF THE SATANIC RITUALISTIC ASPECTS OF THE GRENFELL
TOWER INFERNO/ MASS MURDERS
1) As ugly as it may be to many people, it is no secret that the UK is deeply
entrenched with Satanic demonic worship and profiteering from these barbaric
ritualistic practices, because this ugly truth has frequently been reported about
within the Mainstream media press. From the daily Express Newspaper, The
Sun, even the Daily Mirror papers have all reported that Satanism and Satanic
crime rings are factually operating all over the UK. So this is an extremely
relevant component to examine with the Grenfell Tower case. View evidence
at time 48:41 of video link below. Grenfell Tower- Part 4- Special Report
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1_hZXf0eEc
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2) It has also been flagged up and reported countless times by mainstream
press that the notorious Satanist Jimmy Savile was part of a much wider
Satanic crime ring that operated at the BBC.
THE PSYCHOPATHIC SATANIC RITUALISTIC CRIMES OF THE SEVENGATE
CRIME SYNDICATE TERRORIST KEY RINGLEADERS
3) So as we examine the horrific crimes and pastimes of the SevenGate terrorist
crime syndicate ringleaders, it is obvious that these are no ordinary run of the
mill criminals.
4) Firstly, there can be no doubt that what happened at Grenfell was on account
of some clearly highly disturbed psychopathic individuals. Something they
have even publically gloated about, again using ritualistic ‘Operation
Mockingbird’ subliminal messaging in the movie titled ‘Seven Psychopaths’
which was yet another movie production created to mock our efforts to shut
their evil crimes and syndicate down. View evidence at time 1:18:39 of the
videohttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1_hZXf0eEc
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=seven+psychopaths&rlz=1C1GGRV_enGB752G
B752&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi7m77F_O3VAhXKK8AKHf2vA
9IQ_AUICygC

5) Secondly, they are also unquestionably all deeply involved in some
particularly gruesome satanic worship practices. Besides the Grenfell Tower
Inferno Mass Murders, this can overtly be seen from the evidence of
countless other crimes perpetrated by this crime ring over the last decade and
a half. Therefore, we also have to take this evidence into account when
looking at the why’s and where for’s of what the Public Inquiry are going to do
to address this rotten stinking mess in respect of administrating the firmest
most fitting and most appropriate and just laws to stop this evil once and for
all.
6) To just dismiss the Satanic worship aspect of the diabolical evil done to the
residents at Grenfell Tower, because it is a distasteful uncomfortable issue to
have to now openly publically address, does not do the victims of these
Grenfell Tower mass murders, or any of us other victims on the receiving end
of this monstrous evil, justice. Ignoring that these people are murdering
people for satanic ritualistic practices does not make it go away. It makes it
worse, because these criminals have no limits, no remorse and have no
intention to ever stop terrorizing and murdering people.
7) This approach equally does not prevent such crimes from happening again. If
the root cause of the Grenfell fire was actually a burnt Satanic sacrificial
offering to Satan, and then to collect mass profits from what they consider to
be a plentiful harvest, it stands to reason that just examining the fridge or the
Grenfell Tower building is not going to stop these monsters from perpetrating
such evil atrocities again is it.
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SATANIC RINGLEADER HELEN ALEXANDER CONCEALS A HISTORY OF
ABUSE, BEING AT BBC & DEVIOUS ILLEGAL TACTICS TO TAKE OVER
GINGER PRODUCTIONS
8) Causal Link 21 - The causal link here is – the key SevenGate domestic
terrorist ringleader Helen Alexander as we have already shown was a former
member of staff working at the BBC. Although she has tried very hard to
conceal this.
9) However much she tries to hide this fact, this truth can be easily obtained
because it was her who was also the central key figure behind yet another
large court case, whereby she used illegal surveillance and equally devious
illegal tactics to take down and over the British Media Mogul Chris Evan’s
company Ginger Productions. View her business card also displaying Chris
Evan’s former company Ginger Productions. View at time 1:45:31 of the video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1_hZXf0eEc
10) Sadly, this was unbeknown to Seven and Lisa at the time of their attending
the meeting where she stole Seven’s Multimedia platform documents to use
for her global get rich quick scam. Because long before the court case ‘Seven
versus Gossage and Nine others, Helen Alexander already had a track record
in the industry of media and entertainment of being an extremely foul nasty
thieving piece of work.
11) Therefore, the question to ask is; why has she gone over and beyond to
change her entire career identity on her resume biog to hide her real
background? What and why is she hiding? She is hiding that rather than
appropriately crediting and paying hard working people for their time,
ingenuity, investment and labour, as is expressed by terms set out in every
Broadcasting Act and countless other pieces of legislation, which clearly sets
out the rules, laws and terms of her engagement when working for
established TV networks and corporations who deal with the public, she has
preferred wreaking havoc orchestrating domestic terror, death and destruction
murdering a long trail of unsuspecting innocent people to make sure her
targeted victims like Seven never get a penny for their stolen property.
12) Helen Alexander’s preoccupation to get rich by any means necessary
wreaking utter destruction to victims along the way, abusing intelligence
agencies, abusing the military to assist her to ensure nobody is able to fight
back for their stolen terrorized destroyed lives. Right now people are left
absolutely distraught, families are totally destroyed, children without parents,
parents without children, husbands without wives, wives without husbands
and for Helen Alexander and her daredevil dastardly crew running the snuff
movie scams from inside BBC and Associated TV networks, it’s just business
as usual, another day at the office plotting who next to target, terrorize,
torture, enslave or mass murder.
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13) Needless to say, this is an exceptionally sick woman who thinks she can
profiteer from causing other peoples downfall and misery to stop the truth of
her crimes from ever becoming public knowledge. While she and her crime
ring childishly secretly gloat and snigger about all the evil they are doing by
blasting it all over mainstream publications, movies and TV productions
14) As insane as she obviously is, she undoubtedly knows what she and her
criminal gang are doing to scores of people is wrong. They know the penalty
and this is precisely why they have instigated one cover up after another in
hopes that nobody will ever untangle the huge web of endless lies and
treacherous evil that she and her con ring of usurpers are up to. Remember
these are Con’s who were all supposed to face long prison sentences ten
years ago, for crimes that the UK police should have and could have easily
stopped over and over and over and over again, many many many moons
ago..
RINGLEADER HELEN ALEXANDER AT BBC SAME TIME AS WHEN JIMMY
SAVILE WAS INVOLVED IN SATANIC CRIME RING THAT OPERATED AT BBC
15) Like Savile, and Hannah, we are looking at the portrait of also an extremely
mentally disturbed evil woman, who is deeply guilty of horrific Satanic
ritualistic crimes against humanity too. Crimes that she knows were exposed
when she was found guilty in the court case Seven Versus Gossage and Nine
Others and have been exposed worldwide for well over a decade already.
Given she was at BBC at the same time as when Savile was committing his
well publicised Satanic atrocities, it is quite probable that she was part of the
very same Satanic crime ring that Jimmy Savile was part of at the BBC and
that it is this same Satanic crime ring that are still active behind all the crimes
we are having to deal with today..
16) Although the Satanic ring at BBC has been repeatedly reported, clearly
nothing has actually ever been done to arrest any of these evil people or shut
their Satanic worship crimes down either. What we can see from the evidence
is that these Satanic rings are all still very much active, and holding majority of
humanity hostage by control of their mass murder Associated TV network
murdering machine. Because these Satanists have been left unchecked
literally for decades, and consequently become a beast running wild totally out
of control murdering everyone on their selected path. Also needless to say,
these criminals must be immediately weeded out one by one if we are to
prevent such evils like the Grenfell Tower mass murders from being
perpetrated again.
ALL RINGLEADERS WILL BE NAMED & THEIR HORRIFIC CRIMES RECORDED
FOR HISTORY BOOKS, SCHOOLS AND UNIVERSITIES WORLDWIDE
17) It is obvious that it is Helen Alexander and the SevenGate ringleaders are at
the head of this Satanic crime ring, and they all need to be pulled out of these
corrupt Associated TV networks and intelligence agencies. Emergency action
is immediately required to round up and arrest every single last one of them.
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18) On behalf of all their victims at Grenfell Tower, 7/7 and all their other evil
crimes, we the families, victim, survivors and community at Grenfell Tower
shall see to it that every single one of these evil guilty peoples names and
their crimes shall be fully recorded for history books and given to schools
worldwide, so that everybody knows who they are and they have nowhere to
hide their evil faces. The whole world will know every sordid detail of what
these evil people have done, so that no such crimes can ever be repeated or
perpetrated ever again.
RECOMMENDATIONS- ILLEGAL COLLECTION OF STOLEN REVENUE FROM
PEOPLES STOLEN PROPERTY CONTRIBUTING TO HORRIFIC TARGETING
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY
1) It is critical for this inquiry to follow and examine the blood money trail of this evil
crime ring. With immediate freezing injunctions placed on all further ‘Operation
Mockingbird’ murder horror snuff movie productions. All worldwide bank
accounts of the ringleaders and other crime syndicate members at all levels
must also be immediately frozen and shut down to stop them from collecting any
more stolen revenue being employed to fund mass murders and domestic terror
of innocent members of the public.
2) This same immediate action must also be taken in relation to the SevenGate
ringleaders illegal collection of stolen revenue from every single one of Seven’s
stolen global TV productions, innovations, movies and merchandise from her
stolen catalogue of innovative works over the last 14 years. Exactly as they were
ordered to do during the court case ‘Seven versus Gossage and Nine Others’.
3) All settlements must be immediately paid back in full with interest and Seven
being properly credited worldwide as the true genuine creator of every piece of
work stolen from her and passed off to other criminals. We want all of her stolen
awards also immediately returned and removed from the hands of these insane
evil serial mass murdering people.
4) It is this stolen revenue that has been funding a horrific global campaign of
domestic terrorism and slave trading, aimed specifically at targeting innocent
members of the global public for far too long. Their barbaric domestic terror
slave trading operations must be immediately terminated and permanently shut
down to protect all global world communities and populations from further harm.
THE URGENT REASONS TO OBTAIN OUTSIDE MILLITARY INTERVENTION
FROM OTHER WORLDWIDE GLOBAL COMMUNITIES & NATIONS
5) This horrendous situation concerns the entire global community. So if the UK do
not feel equip to carry out the necessary arrests and removals of the SevenGate
ringleaders and their Satanic crime syndicate death cult members alone, then
then we the families united will call upon the urgent intervention of the
international military from other nations who are co signatories to the Geneva
Convention. If UK do not want to do it, every other nation has the right to remove
these dangerous criminals. The UK doing absolutely nothing to arrest, remove
and immediately shut down this criminal network is no longer an option.
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6) Make no mistake, these SevenGate ringleaders are deep state usurpers and not
the genuine rightful owners of any of the illegal monies they are using to bribe
co-op, compromise or threaten people. The monies they have belongs to us,
and other targeted victims they have also robbed over the years. We demand
that ‘everything’ that was stolen that rightfully belongs to us to be immediately
returned back to us. These monies must be removed with the full weight of the
law, with every possible measure taken to ensure they never get access to these
or any other monies again.
7) All SevenGate ringleader’s places of work and residence must be immediately
investigated with mass confiscations orders to remove all stolen goods,
artefacts, properties, Jewellery, Cars, businesses etc
8) This Inquiry needs to make an order that any military or private police keeping
forces who are currently protecting or helping these criminals to escape just
punishment must immediately ‘ALL STAND DOWN’ from providing any further
assistance or protection. The Grenfell Tower mass murders must be the last
final straw.
9) We want all of the stolen revenue illegally collected from the stolen royalties,
publishing, copyrights and merchandising rights to be immediately returned back
to us as the rightful owners.
10) We demand an immediate public apology to be printed within all the world
mainstream press, Met police services for subjecting our family to 14 years of
hell on earth evil,
11) We want immediate publically announced injunctions to be immediately enforced
and placed upon all the SevenGate ringleaders and crime syndicate members
complicit in this long evil trail of endless terror, death and destruction.
12) We need this inquiry to provide us with assurances that every step and measure
will be taken to ensure that all SevenGate ringleaders will all permanently get
out of our lives now forever, and leave all of family members, friends and
colleagues and business associates permanently alone and take their evil Nazi
domestic terror targeting slave trading operation with them.
.
13) It is imperative that freezing injunctions Orders be immediately urgently placed
upon all ringleaders and crime syndicate members bank accounts to be
implemented forthwith to prevent these very sick people from ever committing
such evil atrocities to anyone else ever again
14) The horrific scale and nature of these crimes, require emergency Grand Jury
criminal trails nothing less than on the scale of what took place at Nuremberg
during Nazi Germany
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THE TWO SPECIAL URGENT REPORTS WITH THE HIDDEN TRUTH ABOUT
GRENFELL TOWER FIRE
10) We recommend that you watch all of the two special video reports about
Grenfell Tower referred to herein
Grenfell Tower – Part 3 - Special Report
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huI6xeJrm9I
Grenfell Tower- Part 4- Special Report
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1_hZXf0eEc
IMPORTANCE OF READING ALL OF THE COMPREHENSIVE REPORT ON
SEVENGATE CRIME SYNDICATE RINGLEADERS
1) We also recommend that the Inquiry also takes the time to read the full
comprehensive report and Appendences compiled by a former Top senior
police criminal intelligence analyst with over 17 years experience who had
previously worked at the UK’s South Yorkshire police.
2) Also the Inquiry must recognise these ringleaders are likely to instigate other
atrocities and false flag domestic terrorist attacks around the world as the
evidence about their long list of crimes against humanity now surfaces.
CONCLUSIONS- WHAT HAS NOW BEEN FIRMLY ESTABLISHED FROM THE
EVIDENCE
1) It is important to conduct this Inquiry from the fixed position that Grenfell
Tower Inferno and the mass murders of hundreds of people was no accident.
It was pre planned, pre scripted, pre meditated without an ounce of concern
for anyone in the building.
2) No-one should help provide escape routes to help these deeply disturbed
criminals to cover their evil up this time. It is clear that all those who
perpetrated the Grenfell Tower atrocities are all people in dire need
emergency psychiatric mental health treatment. In order to stop them further
harming the public, the whole sordid truth must now be openly told.
3) The first port of call is to immediately arrest all offenders and for every
measure to be taken to ensure all victim/survivors are immediately helped to
rebuild their lives in peace with dignity. All who perished must be named to
that families can put out dead to rest. The despicable way the Grenfell Tower
survivors still continue be treated is absolute disgrace that must be corrected
as a matter of urgency.
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URGENT REASONS FOR CRIMINAL CHARGES TO PROTECT PEOPLES
SAFETY IN UK PUBLIC AND WIDER WORLD FROM FURTHER ATROCITIES
1) Evidence submitted herein, clearly proves that this ‘is not’ a basic civil matter,
it is a deeply criminal matter of mammoth proportions that should have
already been heard at the Old Bailey weeks ago.
2) Therefore, the Corporate Manslaughter charge must be squashed and
replaced by urgent Criminal Charges that mete out the most severe
appropriate and fitting punishment using the full weight of the law for all those
responsible.
3) This Inquiry has an immediate duty and responsibility to recommend
provisions that will ensure that the people in Britain and equally, from the
public all around the world, will be safe from further harm being perpetrated by
these dangerous evil criminal ringleaders:
KEY ISSUES TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT IN THE RECORD OF FINDINGS
4) What this Public Inquiry must take fully into account when writing the report
and making the findings recommendations::
a) Grenfell was not an accident it was a act of unprecedented evil
b) Hundreds of people have been horrifically mass murdered
c) Those who escaped and survived have been severely traumatized
d) Hundreds of people like us have lost family, lost friends, lost their
homes, lost all their material possessions
e) Victims/survivors are likely to suffer from acute trauma for a
considerable period of time.
f) Adequate Long term financial provisions must be respectfully given
to all survivors.
g) People were burnt alive to such an extent that in some cases, there
is absolutely nothing of left of them apart from ashes.
Consequently, it is only just and fair that the punishment for those
who perpetrated such an evil, should be of equal magnitude and
proportion.
h) This Public Inquiry needs to make emergency recommendation’s to
ensure that the full weight of the law is applied to appropriately and
proportionally remedy this horrendous situation.
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PROPOSITIONS FOR CHARGES UNDER CRIMINAL LAWS TO REPLACE
CORPORATE MANSLAUGHTER CHARGES
The main key areas of criminal law in relation to these extreme crimes
Are as follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)
q)
r)
s)
t)

‘Conspiracy To Murder’
‘Crimes Against Humanity’
‘Malfeasance in Public Office’
‘Breach of Public Trust’
‘Criminal Endangerment’
‘Crimes under Anti Terrorism Law’
‘Domestic Terrorism’
‘Organised Crimes
‘Unjust Enrichments’’
‘Genocide’
‘Capital Punishment’
‘Removal of All proceeds from this Organised Crime’
Freezing of Bank Accounts of All SevenGate ringleaders
Freezing of Bank Accounts of All Crime syndicate Members
Freezing of All accounts from Operation Mocking Bird Snuff Movies
Freezing of All accounts illegally collecting from Seven’s productions
Freezing and Pulling Off Air All Operation Mocking Bird productions
Freezing and Pulling Off Air All Seven’s stolen TV Productions
Freezing and removing off the shelves All Seven’s stolen Merchandise
Confiscation of All stolen Properties, Personal Assets, Artefacts, Cars,
Jewellery, Businesses etc
u) Investigations of All Mainstream TV networks, related production and
Publishing houses,
v) Investigations of All related Media Law firms
w) Investigations of All related Telecommunications / Surveillance
Companies
x) Immediate closure of All illegal Targeting, Gang Stalking, Domestic
Terrorism and Slave Trading Operations
y) Arrests and Investigations of All SevenGate ringleaders places of Work
Business, Residence and Secret Social Members clubs
z) Arrests and Investigations of All Crime syndicate members places Of
Work Business and Residence
aa) Investigations of and Removal of All ringleaders directorships
bb) Freezing of All Insurance claims related to Grenfell Tower
cc) Freezing of All Business contracts related to Grenfell Tower
dd) Confiscation of All Mainstream Charity /Donation/ Monies to be given
to directly the Grenfell Tower victims/survivors
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LIST OF THE EXTREME HORRIFIC CRIMES COMMITTED TO THE GRENFELL
TOWER FIRE RESIDENTS
a) ‘Deliberately’ Ignoring the residents appeals and warnings for help to prevent
the fire from happening
b) ‘Deliberately’ bullying and threatening Residents trying to protect their own
Safety and Security within the building
c) ‘Deliberately’ targeting, and then trapping hundreds of resident adults with
their children inside the Grenfell Tower building.
d) ‘Deliberately’ causing residents extreme psychological fear, terror, torture,
pain, suffering and harm with malice aforethought inside the building
e) ‘Deliberately giving them little warning, time or routes to escape the burning
building.
f) ‘Deliberately’ not providing terrorized residents with any means of fire safety
equipment to tackle / put out the fire from inside the building, by way of
warning alarms, water sprinklers or fire extinguishers
g) ‘Deliberately’ not providing desperate trapped residents with very little means
of rescue or relief by way of providing fire engines with tall enough hoses that
could reach the upper floors from outside of the building,
h) ‘Deliberately’ burning hundreds of resident’s alive inside by way of the
scientifically pre prepped, pre-engineered creation of a massive military size
and scale inferno.
i) ‘Deliberately’ switching the zinc fire retardant cladding chosen by the
residents, and replacing it for a banned, highly flammable and highly toxic
version, to ensure mass human casualties.
j) ‘Deliberately’ engineering to engulf the entire Grenfell Tower building inside a
huge Inferno which was used as a weapon to cause mass carnage and
secure as many deaths as possible of the Grenfell residents.
k) ‘Deliberately’ seeking to profiteer from the mass murders of hundreds of the
Grenfell residents and also the burned up Tower block.
l)

‘Deliberately’ changing the Zurich insurance company for the Grenfell Tower
building just 3 months before the Grenfell Mass Murders, to another insurance
company named Protector Foresking, because the Protector Foresking
company ‘specialises’ in ‘human casualties’.
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m) ‘Deliberately’ seeking to claim up to 1 Billion pounds in a massive pay out
from a massive insurance claim, set to be the largest ever claim pay out in
European history.
http://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/u...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AulVLH3sZ5s
n) ‘Deliberately’ changing the floor number that our aunt Marjorie Vital lived on
from the 16th floor, wrongly to the 19th floor to conceal direct causal links of
these horrific atrocities to the evil Satanic SevenGate Terrorist crime
syndicate ringleaders from the court case that we won against them namely
Seven versus Gossage and Nine Others.
o) ‘Deliberately’ choosing the Radyon cladding company to be awarded with a
65 million pound contract to clad even more London social housing property’s
this time in the London Ealing area just six days after this company had
helped to mass murder hundreds of residents inside Grenfell Tower already
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4622410/Grenfell-Tower-firm-line65million-housing-job.html
p) ‘Deliberately’ misusing and grossly abusing mainstream TV productions and
Associated TV networks, major movies and a variety of publications to pre
script, pre advertise, pre depict, promote the diabolical ritualistic horrific brutal
mass murders of hundreds of innocent defenceless adults and their children
q) ‘Deliberately’ misusing the military program ‘Operation Mockingbird’ as a
means to glorify and mock the global public, before, during and after
committing horrific atrocities
r) ‘Deliberately’ misusing Associated TV network, Media Law-firms, and
Telecommunications Industries to commit heinous crimes against humanity
s) ‘Deliberately’ plotting to cause extreme mass trauma, terror and fear to the
local Grenfell Tower community resident’s and entire global world population’s
psyche.
t) ‘Deliberately’ sadistically using Lord Grenfell for Satanic ritualistic signally in
Dark Tower movie, and the interview published on 13th June 2017 at the same
time as the residents inside Grenfell Tower were horrifically trapped inside
and burnt alive inside.
u) ‘Deliberately’ sadistically pre advertising the pre engineered deaths of people
inside the burning tower on front cover of Economist Magazine World In 2017
v) ‘Deliberately’ sadistically pre advertising the pre engineered horrific ritualistic
burning of a Tower Block in High- Rise movie
w) ‘Deliberately’ sending threatening legal letters to terrorized terrified local
residents to stop them speaking out about concerns for safety
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x) ‘Deliberately’ not telling the truth that it was hundreds of people that were
horrifically mass murdered no 80
PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE IN THIS CRIME REPORT ENOUGH TO SECURE
IMMEDIATE MASS ARRESTS OF ALL RINGLEADERS & CRIME SYNDICATE
MEMBERS
1) What we have brought forward is enough Prima Facie evidence to secure the
mass arrests and permanent immediate closure of this evil satanic crime ring
for good. Yet this evidence is only the very tip of a massive iceberg of
unbelievable evil which every single person reading this submission has a
duty to ensure that it is immediately stopped from harming and murdering
even more innocent people.
2) lt is imperative that the perpetrators of these atrocities are immediately
arrested with every single place that they dwell, inhabit or reside worldwide to
be immediately investigated. We also demand freezing injunctions of all
beneficiaries capitalizing from the proceeds of this horrific crime
EVIDENCE PROVES THE GRENFELL TOWER FIRE WAS DELIBERATE PRE
ENGINEERED ACT OF EVIL AND DOMESTIC TERRORISM
1) Please note that the evidence we have produced herein is already widely
available, and has also already been seen by millions of people around the
world outside of this Inquiry. Therefore the Inquiry has to be tailored to the
material facts already seen herein and acknowledged by the rest of the world.
2) Evidence makes it clear that those responsible not only wanted hundreds of
Grenfell residents to die, but they also wanted to ensure that they died in the
most horrific painful vicious malicious way imaginable then profit from it.
Consequently, this is a crime warranting nothing less than Capital
punishment.
3) Realistically, based upon the material evidence, it cannot be convincingly
further argued that the fire happened as the result of any accident by a fridge.
For anyone to attempt to continue along that line at this point would be a
gross insult to everyone who has investigated this and also suffered
intelligence, and will immediately place that person/people under suspicion of
complicity.
REAL REASON FOR THE GRENFELL TOWER INFERNO AND MASS MURDERS
1) Grenfell Tower fire factually happened because a bunch of no good,
exceptionally evil, highly corrupt, insane, extremely deranged dangerous
greedy people with some extremely disturbing satanic beliefs and ideologies,
in need of immediate emergency psychiatric intervention and removal from
the public, clearly all wanted these residents to all be burnt alive in the most
horrific way imaginable, with no means of getting out alive of what evidently
was a very carefully meticulously pre engineered and manufactured
nightmare snuff horror movie broadcasted to the world for sadistic pleasure
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MASS ARRESTS OF THE DANGEROUS RINGLEADERS NEEDED TO SECURE
THE PROTECTION OF WITNESSES OF GRENFELL TOWER INQUIRY
1) All provisions must be taken to ensure all our families, friends and colleagues
and witnesses to be able to conduct their lives and these inquiries safety by
making the necessary emergency mass arrests of all ringleaders and crime
syndicate cult members without delay.
PARTICIPATION - OUR IMMEDIATE CONCERNS ABOUT THE PUBLIC INQUIRY
1 We are deeply concerned there will be no transparency and that our hard
evidence produced herein will be systematically covered up as per usual. It is
important that this Public Inquiry places the emphasis on resolving this
problem at the very root regardless of how shameful the sordid truth of these
crimes may be deemed to be to the UK as a state or country as a whole.
2 We are deeply concerned that those on the Inquiry panel have much more in
common ‘culturally speaking’, with the majority of the parties who have
perpetrated these atrocities, rather than with the majority of those of us
affected by it. So naturally, we feel the panel are much more likely to be
inclined to conduct the findings in favour of seeing more the perpetrators point
of view, purely based on them being kin folk.
3 It is very important that this inquiry is neutral, to avoid any possibility that there
will be any ‘Serious Conflict Of Interest’.
4) Respectfully, we have to be honest, but there urgently needs to be much
more diversity on the panel, because it is already being perceived as being
conducted on a old outdated ‘white supremacy slavery model’, and given the
magnitude of what we are dealing with, and cultural heritage of the majority us
who are affected. Given that those who perpetrated the Grenfell atrocities
being slave traders, the very notion that this inquiry is being run on such
outdated models is deeply offensive to us as Sovereign individuals.
5) it is also very important for the inquiry to be inclusive rather than divisive, with
no possibility of discrimination or favouring ‘majority’ of those responsible on
the basis of any of them being kin folk.
6) We assert this respectfully, because this is how the current selected line up
on inquiry panel is being perceived to the rest of the world. People are not
happy with it at all to be honest.
7) We have had absolutely no part in the selection process regarding ‘any’ of the
panel members. They were not selected by we the public and if the Inquiry is
to be truly Public led they need to be.
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8) We know absolutely nothing about any of those involved in the current panel
whatsoever. This is obviously of major concern to us. We have no way of
verifying that all current panel members are completely neutral, have no
conflicts of interest and have our best interest at heart. Because as you will
see for yourselves by the evidence provided herein: our best interests have
‘never’ been considered in the UK before.
9) It’s not personal to anyone in particular on the panel don’t get us wrong. But
culturally speaking, ‘under civil procedural rules’ there is an obvious definite
‘unequal footing’ and rule number one says ‘the overriding objective’ of
the law is to do justice’, and we personally feel it’s impossible for justice to
be done with such an obvious unfair disadvantage from the get go.
10) Therefore respectfully, as this is a ‘Public Inquiry’ and we are not your
slaves, we require to select our own handpicked professional panel members
to be included on the Public Inquiry panel team and participation process.
11) The mere fact that nobody has been arrested already despite one of the most
horrific mass murders ever to be committed in the United Kingdom, also
signals to us there is already a deliberate attempt in play to prevent arrests
and prosecutions of the guilty.
12) If this is allowed to happen, you will be further endangering the global public
at large, as there already reports about new Terrorist attacks going on which
are potentially being carried by this very same crime ring.
13) There is a duty to ensure that this public Inquiry is really truly controlled by we
the Public in the true sense of the word, without an ounce of discrimination,
racism and prejudice of those of us severely adversely afflicted by this
barbaric abominable crime ring.
14) So respectfully, given the magnitude of what we are factually dealing with, we
believe that it is way beyond the scope and remit of what the current one
single Judge will be able to handle, which we believe will affect his ability to
hear this case fairly and deliver the most appropriate fitting remedy and
justice.
15) Therefore, it is important that we the people who are directly affected select
our own handpicked totally transparent Judges to include them into the
participation process.
16) For a crime such as this with such a vast scale and magnitude, which
obviously covers wide parameters and areas of law, one single Judge on the
panel by himself is no way sufficient.
17) Therefore, this Public Inquiry must be immediately extended to include a
panel of no less than 5 culturally diverse honest Judges, known for fairness
transparency and a reputation of hearing cases with the upmost integrity
these Judges must be brought in from diverse ethnic communities.
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18) Given the unprecedented scale and nature of what we have been subjected
to, we need to have a much more integral role in the process of remedying
this situation. Therefore also want to be copied in to the full and participate at
a core level and be able to give live testimony.
We know and believe that the evidence provided our here proposition is factual and
absolutely true.
Seven, Roni Nicholas and other direct family members of Marjorie and Ernie Vital
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